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Thlt paper reports an inyeatlgatlon of the diatrl-
bution of the energy, B, of the secondary electrons released
in an organic scintillator by secondary ganaaa radiation
measured on the same side of a scattering medium as that on
Which the source is located. The Investigation vas conducted
by scintillation spectrometry using stllbene on an RCA 6199
photomultlpller, and employing the technique of Dr. G.J«
Hlne* The aaplifled detector output is analyzed by a differ-
ential diserlBLlnator of constant vindov width whose base
line Is continuously varied mechanically so as to scan the
«aergy spectruia* The output is recorded by a counting rate
Meter and recording mllllaAimeter.
Bffectively seml-lnfinlte scatterers of wood, aluialnum,
iron, tin, and lead were used. The siirface of the seatterer
was always horizontal with its centerllne always parallel
to the source-detector line. The source-detector distance
wa» kept at 40 cm while their dlstanee, y, above the seatterer
#«rfaee was varied from 0.5 cia to 90 cm. Essentially all
of the secondary gammas originated In the scatterers because
collimatlon was avoided* The priflutry beam was not excluded
from the detector; the energy spectriaa of the primary obtained
with no seatterer was subtracted from that obtained with the
seatterer in place* The difference was plotted. These data
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a fimction of the other thre« prlA9 variables, E, y, and Z
(atonsic number of the scatterer)
.
Auxiliary experiments v«re run in the sane aaainer
ataauring effects of reducing the siirface area of c scatterer,
changing the primary gsmiaa-ray energy from the mean of 1«25
M«Y froia Co to 0,663 Mev froir Cs^ , and changing the thick-
ness of one of the scatterer8«
A qualitative discussion is presented for each part of
the InYestigation, $>zplaining as far at possible the signi-
ficant features of the data such as maxlffia and variations in
intensity observed, and attes^jting to correlate thein with
the prime variables. A relation to the density of the scatterers
is also inferred.
By consideration of the angular distribution sl^tovn in
Compton-Rayleigh scattering, and by taking into account the
absorption of the scattered gasiBias by photoelectric effect
in high Z materials, satisfactory explanations are found for
nost of the observed phenomena on the basis of existing know-
ledge. A fev features, hovever, require further observations
for verification and clarification*
Ibtsis Supervisor! Hobley D, Evans
Title: Professor of Physios
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A« The Interaction with matter of gsjsaaa rays and
hard x-rays is inclined to be rather complicated. It is
also involved in important ways with applications of x-
rays and nuclear processes, both natural and artificial*
Probably the greatest practical importance is due to their
effect on biological tissue, apparently always harmful to
any directly affected cell but not always harmful to the
o,s.n.» .. . W.OX-. or v^c. th. en 1. . p.rt.B^ I^. »1
The resulting interest in such interaction has been
ery fruitfiil, particularly in determining the ia«chajQism«
and coefficients for absorption, primarily narrow beam
absorption, ^^' ^^' ^* ^^^' ^^ In broad beajs attenuation
experiiaents the loss in a given direction by scattering of
Mne primaries away froa this direction is partly compen-
sated for by the scattering of other priBiarios into the
given direction. The ratio of primer^'- plus secondary to
primary is known as the "build-up factor". This also has
D4 HIO F8
recently come in for considerable attention. ' * * * *
P4, 54, VP, V4 Coniplications arise here because the
scattered radiation has different energies than the prl-






Th«8« dlffieultl^t {ire agi^ayattd In the area of
InTestigatlon which has recelTed a little lest attention,
aaaely the coiiponcnts of acattered radiatloa «BMCflng fr<»a
a soatterer in a direction other th£Ji that at which the
primary enters it. This baeJc^se&ttered or slue-sc&ttered
iMiAtion can he an important fsetor when making mea0;ire*
aents near the ground, slileldlng, or other heavy structure*
It can rdsult in inor«a»ad exposure to patients undergoing
extensive rEidiography or therapy or to personnel woi'king
with or near x»ray equipment, tccelerators, reactors, or
radioactive materials. The exposure problem is noraally
aggravated hy the gre^iter susjceptibility of biological
tissiw to dasaage by the lower energy scattered radiation.
Thus the energy spectrum or the scattered radiatioTi becomes
of considerable ixxterust* ^mmn
As will be shown in Lection XI, the calculation of
Fll
this spectriBtt is exceedingly difficult. In fact, U« Fano
says in part, "The presence of gro\md near a source-aetector
systeu complicates the problesi greatly and puts it, in tlie
»ain, beyond the reach of present-day theory* • And approxi-
ations which are suitable for aany probleziiS involving
ground or concrete, are more restricted wheji the scattorer
is of considerably higher atcooic number, e*^., stoel







The energy Bpectr-ua of baclc-icattered radiation from
an uncollimated source h^s been invoatigated by G, Htne»^^
That of radiation scattered at various angles from a colli*
HIP
sated souro« has been reported by K. Hayward and J» H. Hubbell,
And experiments have been reported vhioh gave the total
scattered radiation but not its epeetrum# ' "^
B« It Is the purpose of this thesis to aeasure the
energies of the secondary electrons created in a detector
practically equivalent to soft biological tissue by the
secondary gasssa radiation resulting from the proximity of
various soatterers to the source-detector system. Other
scattering agents vere reduced as far as practicable and
kept essentially constant* For simplification the source-
detector distance (r) ^vas kept constant and the line between
th«si was kept parallel to the long edge of the scatterer
vlth its center vertically above the center of the hori-
zontal scatterer. The atomic n\amber of the scatterer was
varied, and for each scatterer the vertical distance (y)
of the source and detector was varied. For each geometry
the energy spectrum with Co source (1.&5 Mev average)
was taken using as small a stilbene crystal as practicable
mounted on an KCA 6199 photomiiltlplier tube* The photo-
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by * differential aiieriaiaator with pov«r«-drlyen scanner.
The dlecrxLLLiiator output was recordeci by a coiznting rat«
m«t6r &nd aii Eatdrliiie-i\ngu8 recorder* Runs were repe&ted
and thisse were averaged* From each of these averaged spectra
there was subtracted the aver&ge spectrum obtained with no
soatterer iu pXace* The energy scale was calibrated with
13?internal conversion electrons of Cs • An effort has been
aade to analyse qualitatively these energy spectra of the
build-up as a function of the atooiie number of the sc£;tterer
and the distance of source and detector above the se&tterer*
Some data have also been similarly obtained and treated using
a Car^ source (663 Kev) to examine the effect of changing








II, THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THB PROBLEM: liiTErulCTION
OF RADIATION WITH MATTER^^* ^^» ^^> ^^* ^^
A. GEirriulL.
Gaiaguii rayg, ead of course x-rays, interact in one or
ttore of several wsya with the matter they pasc through.
Fano diccussee the various Eodee of interaction particularly
•ffectively by dividing them into absorption (A) , coherent
scettering (B), and incoherent scattering (C) , any of which
may occur vith atoi&ic electrons (l), nucleons(ll), or the
•lectrie field eurroimding charged particles, either nuclei
or orbital electrons (III)* Interactions vith meson fields
(also discussed by Fano) occur only at photon energies eon^
siderably greater than those with which this investigation
Is concerned. Of the nine remaining processes, photo-^absorption
in the nucleus (IIA), nuclear elastic scattering (IIB) and
Delbruck scattering (IIIB) are also insignificant, and (IIC)
and (IIIC) are unobserved.
B, PHOTOSL£CTRIC EFFECT (lA)"^^' tl^VJ.
In the photoelectric effect (lA) all the energy of th«
photon is absorbed* A free electron cannot do tnis because
CAMitun would not be conserved; am almost free ^outer)
electron does not do It for the sarae reason. Most of the
photoelectric absorption is by the most tightly bound
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energy tha atom aa a whole is able to participate arw3 we
have 100^ absorption* The electron is emitted with the
full energy of the photon less its binding energy la accordance
with the Einstein equation
T « hv - I (H-1)
This process is most probable \4hen hv is slightly greater
then the ^lergy of the K*absorption edge* The empirical
Hll
cdue vhich is tiuoted herein is
± « K^K ^—^ f^(hv) (II-.':')
where K^^ is a constant signifying proportionality, N is
Avogadro's number, Z is the atomic nijtiiber, A is the atomic
weight, and f^^Chv) is a function of the photon energy/, for
a detailed discussion which brc^s the problem up into
several ranges of energy defining K» and f^(hv) lor each,
..• particular:. L.vX.son a.. Er^.^^ HeUler^^C.econd
edition - not the first edition which contains errors), and
ths references quoted by these authors.^^' ^^' ^^' ^^' S1,S2,S3
Classieal, or Thomson, scattering is usually diseusttd
on the basis of the effect of an electromagnetic field on an
electron; the oscillations of the electron in this field
fause the ttnission of radiation of the same frequency and







the tame energy > i.e., no energy is transferred. Because
the phase is the same, this type of scattering is known also
&t coherent scattering. The Thomson scattering coefficient,
—24 2
calculdteu u> classical electrodynemics is 0»666 x 10 cm •
For 1 < S < 17, Z/A « 0*65 for 2 :> 17, 0.4 4 Z/A < 0.5, For
Z/A « 0.5, the mass scattering coefficient for Thomson -^-
scatteriug ^^ O.S, Angular dependence of intensity is as
1 + cos'^ o i.e., maximum variation is 2 to 1 t,nd preferential
directions are 0^ and 180°. For high Z materials constructive
interference effects modify this; for high energies ionization
takes place and the process is no longer coherent. Thomson
scattering itself is of no importance in this investigation
but a discussion of it is included as an appropriate pre-
liminary to discussion of Rayleigh and Compton scattering.
D. RAiXEIGH SCATTiHRIKG (IB)^"^' ^'^* ^^
Rayleigh scattering will be discussed first from a
classical analogy and the particxilate point of view. If a
relatively high energy photon strikes an orbital electron
•quarely it will eject It, but if It strikes it a glancing
blow so that the momentum transfer results in less kinetic
energy for the electron than its binding energy, ve get a
Fl
coaapletely elastic collision of type IB, called by Fano
"Rayleigh scattering". The momentxam transferred to the
electron is taken up by the entire atom. The higher the
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atoaie nuabdr of the atom the aore monentim can be trarza-
ferred without •j«cting the electron and hanc« th® greater
the DOsslblQ angld of scattering of the Dhoton. Convertely^
the greater t- energy ol the photon, the le»« the angle for
a given Z» £ee Tabl© 4,3 for e few representative values.
Within the restriction of ffi<»ieutum transfer, Hayleigh
•Cfttterlng behaves like Thomson scattering, b«ing coherent
•
At high 1 there is ccnr,tructlve interference. Th*^ effect i»
strong i>t lov energies and high r. In this investigation
vlth relptively hi^h energy it is of Importance only at lilgh
% and very small angles.
E. COMPTCK eCATTURIKC- (IC)^^' ^^' ^^' ^» ^^^» ^^' ^^
Vlth photons cf the energy encountered in gajBiCf rays.
Intersection vith a free electron ifi not elastic and e. valence
electron In an *toHi has so auch less binding energ>' than the
ray that for any but the most oblique collisions ths
electron is essentially free« This laay be spoken of as the
relfctivistic range belov JJia c \ relativlstic because the
conservfitioii of jaoiaentum in the interaction involves the
p
relativlstic mass of the photon, and belov ?^-C ' because abov«
this, although the Compton effect etlll exists, there is
•on^etition froa pair production which soon exceeds it in
Importance*
Compton* s cuations are obtfiined by applying conserve*-








direction* In the plane determined by the paths of the
scattered photon and the secondary electron. This yields
^-'-
hvt « r-^S (11-3)





• \ X + -^{1 - cos (9) j m^c^^^ -f hv(l - cos 6)
where hv Is the energy of the Incident photon and hv' that of
the photon scattered at ^ • Equation II-3 gives the energy
of scattered photons as a function of scattering angle | to
get the distribution of the intensity of scattering It is
necessary to treat the problem ouantum^mechanically^ as done
by Klein and Slshlna ' who get as the differential cross
section per electron per unit solid angle
where r is the classical radius of the electron
(r^^ « 7.94 X 10~^^ cm^) and dlL is the differential solid
o
angle = 2v ntn9 d0 . Results In the form of tables and
D2
curves are available, particularly due to Davlsson and Kvans
yg
and White • Qualitatively these results indicate preferential
forward scattering, particularly at Jilgher energies. Con*
sideration of the Compton formula (11-3) and the behaviour













of COS B at large angles vlll point out that thare is
surprisingly llttla Tarlatlon in anergy over vary consldersbla
•hanges In angla* Thus thara is a relativaly naarly monoanergetic
component of scattered r&distion in this ranga vhich is of
particular iiaportanea both in backuscattering axpariaants and
in scintillation spactrometzT', particularly with organi«_
,jj^
scintillators. For gaoBA'-ray energies euoountered in radio-
active isotopes, the Klein^Kishina relation does not indicate
tuoh extreme small-angle preference that a great many photons
are not scattered between 136° and 180°« Approximately this
range gives a sufficiently constant energy to give a back*
scattering peak and to give In a scintillator a secondary
electron energ: peak coitjponly referred to as the Compton peak«
This is of great assistance in analyzing data, especially when
using an organic scintillator ^leh has no photoelectric peak
for such energies*
I. l^AIR PHODUCTIOH (IIIA)
When the photon energy exceeds Sa e » 1.0? Mev in
the center of id&ss system, it can interact with the atomic
nucleus and create a positron-negatron pair which carry away
the excess energy over 1«0S Mev* This process h£S a low cross
section until hv appreciably exceeds 1*02 Mev and hence it is












Vhen, du« to the photoelectric effect (lA) en atom
is ioni£©d in an lmi#r shftlX (upuslly the K shell), the
electrons dropping in to fill the vacancy emit the charac-
teristic x-rays of the element. E x-rajs usually predominate
.t hl«h.r 2. rano'l glres for tin . fluore.cnt yleia In th.
K series of 0.85, ^nd for le^^ 0,95. Except in elsmsnts of
high Z these x-rays are rather soft to be measured in gaioma-
ray experiments but for lead they are 75 Kev and aiust be
reckoned with; for tin they are ~£5 Kev and of minor Importance
in this investigation*
fl. 3RMSSTHA1IIDNG.
Secondary electrons travel at relativistic velocitlet
and are decelerated as they pass through matter. They radiate
the continuous x-r«y specti-um of their energy which has a
Baximum equal to their entire kinetic energy. For thick
enough matter to stop them, I, the average energy radiated
Elper electron is
I « (7 + 3)ZE^ X 10*^ Mev (11-6)
Kl
Where E is the electron energy in Mev. Evans has provided
a curve for the relationship between the radiation loss and
the ionization loss for electrons of various energies. For
a 1 Mev secondary electron in lead the radiation loss is ^
approximately 15 percent of the ionization loss, and the mean
energy will be about 100 Kev.
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III. EXPERIMFKTAL EQUIPMSirT AND PROCEPURI
A. EQUIPMBRT.
The orlglael Intention was to use the equipment
a§»«Rbled by Pregtvich and Colvln^ for faaill&rlxfttlon
vlth the technique of g«aBft«7ay •cintillation spectroscopy,
and on receipt of the RCA 6199 photomultipllers then on
wHL&r, substitute one of them for the RCA 58X9 and proceed
with the experiment • Vhile the electronic components were
being reaasenbledy a framework to support soiirce, detector,
Mid seatterer wes designed* This framework , called a
"scattering table" for want of a better term, was constructed
by the Physics Department Machine Shop. It consists of a
3» X 8» sheet of 3/4» plywood stiffened on the under side
with steel angles and channels* Two sockets on the center*
lime, spaced 4* apart and equally spaced from the ends of
the table, each taka a 4« aluminum tube, 7/8" O.D. with 1/16"
iNIlXI thickness. These tubes were guyed with 0.054" steal
muaio wire tightened by tumbuekles as can be seen in Fig. 1.
By the time the scattering experiments were actually started,
HI3
work by Dr. G.J, Elne on ba ckscattering '^ pointed out
the adTlsabllity of using a scattering area seTeral times
as large as originally intended. This forced considerable
modification of technique so that in many ways the scattering
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served the purpose veil* The final arrangements provided
for (l) 8 stationary scatterer resting on the table topi
(2) an extrei&dly compact photomultiplier assembly, cozw
»tructed at the Naval Research Laboratory, supported by an
aluminiUB ring adjustable in height by a clamp on one of the
aluoinuEi tubes) and (3) a vire "padeye" secured to the
horisontal longitudinal giiy wire and another belov it
taped or otherwise secured to the scatterer through both
of iirtxioh passed a nylon thread on ^^lich was mounted the
point source*
The original electronic equipment consisted of a posi*
tive regulated high voltage supply, a selected HCA 5819
photomultiplier with conventional circuitry, a Model 100
prsamplifier, an Atomic Instnanftnt Co. Model S04-B linear
amplifier, a Model £10 single channel differential dis-
criminator with a motor^driven potentiometer unit which we
call a ^scanner", a Model Huber t counting rate meter, and
an Esterline-Angus recorder. Suitable energy spectra were
^
60
obtained with Co gammas using an anthracene crystal 10
cm thick and 20 cm square, mounted with mineral oil on a
short Incite light pipe* The light pipe was necessary to
adapt the plane surface of the crystal to the curved end
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Energy calibration nas »uce*f«fully made vith Cb ^
internal conversion electrons, but discrimimitor vindov
width calibration and stability g«¥e difficulty. Spurioue
sharp changes appeared in spectra, vnioh were eventually
idttitified positively as being due to change of discriminator
vindov vidth vith change in temperature. Opening the door
Qf the laboratory on a sutamer's night gave changes of the
order of magiUtude of 20 percent; bloving a fan on the dis-
eliminator closed its vindov altogether* After several months
of trying to eliminate this difficulty it vas decided to re--
place the equipment vith one of jaore modern design* The Atosiie
Instrument Co* Model 510 pulse height aiu^lyzer, a single
channel differential discrittinator vith expander amplifier
gain of 10, vas decided upon and procured. The design of
this instrument is due to Eiginbotham and Cijiase* Fed from
the B04*B linear amplifier operating on 0*8 i^see rise time,
it has given ejcc^llent service. Variations of vindov vidth,
or channel vidth, have been certainly less than 0.1 volt out
•f S volts during a veek of steady full«time operation, pro-
bably considerably less* Base line control on this instru-
ment is obtained vith a 10 turn helipoti this necessitated
the provision of a nev scanner which vas constructed for the










scanner, & 10 turn helipot is driven b/ a 1 rpm motor with
gear ratio chosen so 6s to run the complete spectrum from
volts to 100 volts in approximately 2 1/2 hoiirs. This
time was chosen from previous experiments which indicated
that this was a good compromise between aecur«iey of data
and the need for collecting the data in a reasonable tirae
with a source of strength co^apatible with other work and
with personnel safety in the l&bo:^atory« Automatic cutoff
of the scanner was provided by inserting a pin in the front
of the helipot dial which operated a oioroswitch at the end
of the TXLa* Cutoff was usually set in excess of S3 volts,
and when set remained constant within 0«1 volt for several
Bionths* A clutch operable from the front of the panel was
provided^ Spring pressure nori^ally kept this clutch «igaged
but a pivoted spacer was provided to hold it disengaged when
so desired. This clutch was not sufficiently positive j it
wore so that it disengaged for half a revolution at a time
during some runs, spoiling them* Marking (manually) of the
dlscriffllnator base line at beginning and aid of every run,
aad usually at several points in between, spotted all the
defective runs and gave the necessary clue as to the cause*
As 6oon as such a Jump was actually witnessed, the clutch
was reworked by squaring up the slotted end of the pin,
which served as the female, and replacing the round pin.







^Ich hpA actad as the taala, vith e flattened oad«''"No
ftirther dlfflculti!*s with the scanner vere encountered
•
On receipt of the HCA 6199 photonultipller^ roiigh
tests of possible circuits were aade with the anthr^cone
scintillator. 7^le circuit selected va» that due to Hoover^
Fl^
as modified by Faust J this Inrolved elimination of the
preanplifler and conrerting the high voltage pover supply
to negfitire. Tests of tubes and cr^'-stals w«re conducted
u«iag rpl(Tl) scintillators. This work and the circuit
are discussed in Appendix A, but it nay be stated here that
excellent resolution was obtained, better then that of the
best 5819^8.
F12Evidence presented by Faust •s group at !?BL led to
consideration of shifting from anthracene to stilbens because
of the AppAvnt greater svr liability of good cri^'stals of the
latter. On the basis of the relative quality of eryst^ils
which they and other workers had obtained from various sources,
it was decided to try stilbone crystals from I^rco Nuclear
InEtrvTjsont Co. These were quite satisfactory and an sssort-
nent of four sizes in all was obtained, all cylindrical.
The sizes were as follows i 2 3^ csi diam,, ?. 1/2 en long;
S 1/? cni diam., 1/3 cm long; 1 cm dlan., 1 en long; 1 en
diam., 1/3 en long. The second of these gave the best reso-
lution and would have perniitted the closest aeasurecsents







was consl;5ered likely to intro-iuce excessive angiil£.r di»-
criminstion. The 1 am. dia'/w, 1/3 cm long crystal vould
h&T« rQp\3lre4 sources of strength not eoirpatlble vlth other
\roTy. In the "^ar^losctlvlty Center. The 1 cm dl-iji., 1 c!? long
stilbene crystal was chossn as the MEail^st suitable orgaiolc
scintillator %t hand, ' sDi ^11 the scattaring arperiri-jnts
v«>re condnct«i vlth It isonnt'sd ^nth T'ov Corning ^00 firild
ftt 6 K 10 cent! stokes viscosity on tne bast avsllablQ HCA
61^ (doslgn#tM 61-B),
Afti^r mraerotis aiperlments vlth refl^ctors^ prlncipsklily
Al foil and MgO^ O.OOO^S'' rlTCnlntm foil, e«!*onted by a nlni-
wm oii&ntlty of !)ov Coralni?: SOO fluid of f!^ >< 10 centistokss
viscosity, im.8 used with its bright side to the crystcl. The
scintillator cov^tred such a sraall portion of the photocathodt
that an additional reflector of 0.0007^ Al foil covering both
the crystsl and the end of the 6?^33 v&s f Iso usad; this was
pl«teed outside the source vhen n&king energy cslibrations with
the internal conversion electrons of Cs"^ . For e light siiield,
a black rubber glove was found to be adequate and convenient
to use. It had the partlctilar adrantrj^e of facilitating
measurements of crystfil position. The total absorb'^rs around
the crystfcl wero approximately: (a) yhem neasurin^ gf-jmnas
and fluoreseonce, 0.0P4'* black rubber, 0-0. OK** blsck electri-
cal tfipe, 0.001^ aluminum, and air; (b) when calibrating with
f




Intern&l conversion electrons, O.OOOfS" aluminua and 0.04*
&ip. '#<ith the flat end of the €199 & light pipe was no
longer needed* After considering the arg'.J8iients of other
vorkers some of vhoia cl&lm & light pipe gives Improved light
collection while others claim it reducea resolution, and
ay ovn Bie&surex^ients vhleh, ^ille not exhaustive, Indic&ted
little effect for light pipes up to 3"* I decided to work
vithout one (just elininating one or tvo more possible
sources of error or other trouble)*
As indicated in Appendix A the 6199 shoved considerable
sensitivity to sngul&r orientation* The small change in
resolution was not particularly signific&nt to the scattering
experiitients, but the 14 percent change in gain was critical*
Although this was apparently eliminated by the use of a
0,06i":* ^i-aetel shield and nearly so by a O.OrO'' ^•metal shield.
It was decided not to use them* The fonaer did not fit pro**
perly and was furthermore considered an imdesir&ble source
of scattering so close to the crystal. The latter caused
noise if in electrical contact with the aluminum reflector;
this noise filled the entire spectrum if contact was also
made vlth the gro\inded aluminiM socket mounting. Consequeiitly
the tube was operated in only one orientation for all the
scattering experiments, and it is considered that any varia<-








for In normallElng the curvea. Because of the effect of the
fft'-metal shield, and bee&use the critical orientations for
all tubes tested were the same or 180^ apart^ it hes been
presinned that the cause was the terrestrial magnetic field,
knovn to cause somewhat similar effects with the 5819*
'
The high Tolt&ge supply used for the photomultiplier
was so unstable as to greatly hamper the work. Its diffi-
culty has been blamed on the low and extremely variable line
voltage, but was not eliminated by placing it on a Sola
constant voltage transformer. It is inherently less stable
than appropriate for this use but has performed veil below
the standard to be expected of its design* The error is not
known as precisely as desired because the meter is entirely
too coarse for the purpose, but by adopting Prof. H. D. Evens'
suggestion of cementing a mirror to the glass and aligning
the image of the eye pupil in the mirror with the pointer
tip, readings can probably be obtained within ±^ volts, and
relative readings within +1 volt. Relative deviations of 5
volts in a few hours and 10 volts in about two days were en-
countered* Inasmuch as a 1 volt change produces a 1 percent
change in gain at the normal operating level of a 6199
(1080 volts in this case), one of the new power supplies














difficulties did not harm the date used but resulted In
throving out many runs.
There was also another gain change, the cause of vhlch
was never determined. That it was due to fone other cause
than the high voltage vas evident in that the effect was
sometimes concurrent vith a change in high voltage, but vith
the net effect in the opposite direction. The worst net
change observed during a 2 Xft hour run was 1.5 percent.
It could have been caused only in the photomultiplier (as
by a change of magnetic field), the linear aaiplifler, the
expander amplifier of the discriininator, or the baseline
of the discriminator. Time did not pennit concentrating
on the cause and its correction; it was quicker to normalize
all runs before starting by adjusting the gain of the linear
amplifier to compensate, and checking at the end to see that
it had not shifted appreciably during the run. Honaalization
was accomplished by a steady run at 71 volts (corresponding
to 1 Mev - on the high energy side of the "Compton peak")
•
The counting rate of this energy should be independent of
the scatterer unless Raylelgh scattering becomes appreciable;
each run was therefore normalized to give a counting rate
of 600 cpm at this energy. The loaximum Compton scattered
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electrons of this energy, is an order of magnitude below a
readable quantity,
^
Unleea It was responsible for the above gain shift,
the Model r04-B linear ainpllfler was highly satisfactory.
- T.
Loxxg runs ver© pif de with no Tioi8€« tt i^ ciificrlK^netor bas«
line of 1 volt operating It as an Integral diserlwlnator.
The coitnting rate meter, on the other hand, gpve a
great deal of difficulty. Cl^ariges in line voltage, which
occixr nany times an hour, ip^ike the «ero shift moiaentarily,
after which It drifts back. The sensitivity also varies
occasionally rmd required completely re-running ^Ight of the
vAod scattering experiments. The f.«ro chf^nges are believed
to be the largest single source of error in the scattering
experiments; the^/ are usually of lihe order of 20 counts per
Minute and sometines as high as 40 coxints per minute* These
appear suddenly at positive orro'^s", negative errors due to
this cause aupe^ir only slowly and only when a recent posi-
tive change leads to setting the aero too high at the Begin-
ning of a run, tJnder-eompensatlon Is thus indicated, but
recuires a "feel** for the instruraent. Another failing of
this counting rate meter is in the integration circuits
"i^ich cause a si.ifficlent l^^g to require considerable care
(a wait of 3 to 5 minutes) at the beginning of a run and
at each change of counting rate« Furthermore, there is some
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indication that on tfteep portions of tno curT« tA8r« is a
little lag* On runs with a gr^at d«al of scattering this
lag m£ikds tha 2 voXt (£8 Key) reading a little high but
the peroentane error is small { ^ 2 percent) ; tna J volt
(42 Kev) reading is relstlvaly unaffect^^a on tnose cunres
where a precise check was siade*
Xhe data are recorded by an j^sterline*Angus recoiling
Liilliaameter* Ihe Gurred scale ox' ita chart is not optiaauoi.
Srrors in printing the tapes result in errors oi' d=its of the
order of + 0«3 /olts (^^ Kev) *irtd, in the ordinate, of ±1.0
cpK* These errors &t9 obYiousiy inherent in the use of this
instrument* The particular instzmment is badly worn and
shoiild be overhauled but its defeots in this respect lead
friaarily to IneonTenience* There is one exception however
i
i#«ar and corrosion of the Knife ddge render tne pen balance
sufficiently \mreliable so that une pen must be kept a little
heavy or it will be found ofi ihe pap&r arid the record gone;
a heavy pen ^ives an error ox up to 4Q e|m due to paper drag,
but there is no such error near the ibiddle of tlie chart and
the violent oscillations due to statistical variations elimi-
nate its effect at good counting rates* It has amre tendency












The Efterlijae-Aniua im plugged into the seaiiner so
thmt vhMi the letter ib cut off at the i;nd of the rim^ so
is the rt2Coru«»r* Shift marks th<^ end of the rua bXid save*
chart foot&ge. A hloek diagx*iiL£i of the entire setup is saown
in Fig. 2.
The exp«rii!>ei.'t8 consist of lae&suring tlie totti spectrum
with various scatterers parailsl to ana at Vferious' tiist€iiiees
from the line betveen source aaitJ detector, keeping tiiese
letter two always 40 ca ftpiirt on a horizontal line of con->
stant orientetion. From these spectra ^re subt-rapted the
spectrum of the SBtum source and detector At the s&xse separa*
tion (r « 40 ciii) taken uith them both 90 ck above the table
top with no other scattcrers trifin Uie table, tiie pipes 90
ea sbove, &ir, txnd with heav> coi^orete floor, v^dls, &tiid
ceiling each at approximately loO cm. Ihe difference, known
ss the build-up, n, i& to be related to the distance cibove
the 8catter<sr, y, the titoraic number of the scatterer, Z, the
print ry i^asjma energy, E , the energi' fct v?iich the reading
is taken, E, and the area of the scittterer, A. The thick-
nets of the scatterer i£> to be such that it can be con^
sidered to be a se&l-Infinite medium. It is desired tJrist

















Th3»e« fioiii*e«» wer« ^i|!f»o. Th« first vps conpoBed of
three piece* of Cr^^ trlre tetRlllnf approrlF.ately ? mc In
activity vrcpped In n 1 ear. squfire of blscK scotch electrical
tape Wo* 33# vlth » nylon threrd thronfh the tape for hrndllng
ptiA posltlorlnr. The re^.tona for nylon ares (1) strong,
(r) slides esRlly through vlre "ra^^eyeB", (3) elr.pticity
faellltcteg ecci:rate pofltiorln?^, (4) stick* to tr-pe enough
for securinf (\nfi not too vv.ch for rf^porttioning. The lerge*t
ploce of Co vlrfc wep fpprcxlmately T rm long.. The second
fource v«fi mfde by di^^ajnirg off r-.. piece of filter p»per vith
Daeo cement anc? beesvex an'1 e(^4lr»g drops of a high £ ctirity
Cn -^ source, tlloving each to evaporate. This v^c done iintll
the covntlnp rrte of the "^Conpton pe?k^ vts the ssnc height
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•ourc« strength Is 3 me* Thm lttpr«f]iat«4 portion of th«
filter paper v&» wr&pped in « laelX fqu&rt of tooteh cello*
ptaane t&pe with a nylon thread through it* For energy
137
calibration a aaall Cs '^^ source was uaed* the Cs vaa
iMure^ OTaporated froa solution on alui&iziua foil* A piece
•f cardboard with a square hole was cemented to the foil
i^th the hole orer the active spot* A 3 sisi sheet of lucite
vith 1 cm hole vas taped to the cardboard to act as a guide
to position the source on the crystal*
^^ :^M. SCATTIHSRS*
FiTc scatterers were used, giving the beet practicable
spread in 2i vood (2 ^ 7), Al (2 • 13), Fe (Z » ^6), Sn
(Z « so), Pb (Z « 02)* ¥ere ve dealing vith energies such
that photoelectric effect or pair production were important^
«• would have to give separate values for 2^^^ for each pro*
MM la nood, but la these experiacnts the prinarles interact
cssentialljr completely by Compton effect* the effective Z
nilfor the Coi^pton process can be calculated ^^^ froa the approxi*
Bctely iaaown coaposition of wood* » * The aethod just
gives double weight to the electrons of hydrogen because Its
Z/A * 1* A representative estimate of the composition yielded
a
^«ff * 7*06. Vood was chosen instead of water for con^
venience i^nd econoay (the large tank required to use water
would have been expensive)*
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Th« effect of srea on backscatterlng ^ Indicated
that the largest scattering area practicable should be used*
The maxlmiBi area vhich would fit on the scattering table
without modification involved weights of the order of magni-
ttide of 1500 lbs, unless special lead shapes were pouredi
this was as great as considered appropriate. Accordingly
the area of scatterers was 36'' x 47* for wood snd iron, and
cpproximately 36" x 48* for the others A thickness of two
mean free paths was considered effectively infinite where
6.99P scattering Into the detector becomes effectively back
scattering. This criterion indicated f?4" wood, 6 3/8* Al,
1 7/fi* Fe, fe* Sn, and 1 1/4*' Pb» These thicknesses were
used except for lead where economy dictated the use of
available ?"» bricks. In the case of the wood, the pile
beeane too high for some other experimental work not included
herein. Runs were made of several values of "y« from 0.6
em to 45 cm using first P,4* thickness and then 18" thickness.
Ko difference was detectable and where convenient the thick-
ness was reduced to 18*
•
The value of r « 40 cm between source and detector
approximately divided the total length of the scatterer into
thirds and placed each of them about 40 cm from the nearest
aluminum tube of the scattering table. This also satisfied
the criterion of counting rate vs source strength.
» Wb **^ u
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E. EXPSRIM2NTAL PROCEDURS*
The first step in naming sin experiment was to ••t up
the required geometry* Measiu'izxg rods cut to length faelli«
tated this. Ten valuoe of "y" were first chosen &t random
to cover tho possible rs^as^, with the intention of elirdnfitlng
a few &8 soon as data indicated the feasibility of doing sp«
All 10 were kept except for v.'ood for which the tliioknoss was
so great that a special rig would have h&d to h&Te bemi pre*
pared to gat a run at y « 90 ca. For other scatterers, 90
om was the maximma and placed the source and detector also
90 em from iron pipes orerhead* For all, the 1 on length of
the crystal set X/2 cm as the closest approach possible for
its center, to which all measurements ware t&ken.
The eoimting rate ^ero was checked* Occasionally its ^i»
sensitivity x/es checicsd with 60 cycle, there being aa internal
arrangement to m&ke this possible* The integration rate was
set as low as possible, at 2 for all these experiments*
Counting range was set at 4 (£000 cpm full scale) • The dis-
crinlnator base line was set at 71 volts (1000 Kev) with the
seanner clutch disengaged^ and the eh«mel width was checked
for its setting at 2.00 volts (23 Kev) * The high voltage wc.s
checked »nd recorded, but seldom adjusted) all experiments
were run at approxiisately 1080 volts* Th« gain of the linear
©a^lifior was adjusted until the Esterlinc-Angus read 30
^i^/ij^rT'f ' v '*'
'•?
(600 epn)« Ttt* to statistical variation In the qutvb, 5
minutes or ©ore is required et etch setting to determine th*
value. When the normalisation wss s&tiefectory, the dis-
criminator base line w;iii^ changed to 1.0 volt (14 Key), the
coiantin^ ri\te adjusted to keep the Esterline-Angua on scslOj
9nd all the above inTonaation wss written on the tape. Once
ji^he need for doln^ hq b$^#ae apparent , the base line vas
left set long enough to detennlne quite accurately the
counting rate at 1*0 volt. The clutch was then engaged
and reset until the base line reached 1»0 volt at the same
time Rs the Esterline-Angiis pen reeched one of the printed
curved lines on the chart, at vhich time the scanner vae
stopped. This particular ritual vas fotind to have aany
•dvantJ'ges in checking the progress near the beginning of the
run, in checking the normalisation at the end, and in
averfiging the data later. If successful in matching the
discriminator and recorder, the tape was merked accordingly
aad the scanner restarted, the recorder stoprdng and starting
with it. Usually 2 volts (28 Kav) and 3 volts (4.':! Kev), and
other points as convenient, were marked. To change counting
ranges, the scanner was stopped and the equipment Isft at
least 5 minutes at the new range befora restarting. The
shift was marked Before this auch tiise w?.s allowed, the
data on the two ranges frequently failed to check, in which
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B%yertl runs were aade vith the $9>m9 geom«try. An
effort ¥16 Bifcd© to set it up mor* Wi&n once, tfekiiig at
least two runs one tiae feiid at least one tht? otlier. If
only one getting was uused, it vaB reui^Estired et le&st once.
Kitfaeroufi runs were Kade with the c&librfetion source
dtecribed fcbove. Cojaj.>&riisozi of the potition of the 663 Kov
peak with the gain nonaaXisation of preceding or succeeding
60
Co runs ^hve, as the penult of about 20 measurement li, a
value of 47. 1 volt& for a properlj' noraialised peak, or a
conversion factor of 14*06 Ker per discriialnator volt,
137
Cb curves were taken at the seme gain* Sourcet were
repet-tealy switched on fcucceseive short rune of only the
appropriate part of the spectra and the norcializaticn values
for Cfl^'" were found to be 600 cpm at 36. T; volta (510 Kev) •
Vhen the eCtUlpment was not otherwiae in use it was kept
running on a single setting to cheek btability of one or
«^nother coiiiponent. Shutting it down waa found to be detri-
mental rather than bimeflcial end the information gained on
stability vac either u&elul or comforting*
R\ina of the sarae gecmetry vere avercged by taping them
to glass fcbove a fluorescent light, ilien all were carefully
aligned, an average spectrum was drawi on a separate strip
of Esterline-/.ngus tape. The control run, at 90 cm with no
scattering, waa subtracted froin the averfcge spectrum, aXso
nX .-rTfdJfi&S^ ffftS^
«
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on the llghtdd glass, differences less than £00 cpa helng
measured graphically and greater ones by use of a c«libratlon
chart of the various counting ranges of the counting rate
aeter. The values of the difference were recorded on a
clesji strip of Sateriine-Angus chart taped on top of the
other tvo, and from this was plotted a build-up curve (Figs.
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IV, RESULTS MD BJTSRPRETATIOK
A. VARIABLES AND THEIR EFFECT.
1. Tht controllabli^^ variable s Introduced Into th«
Ir-ves11 gation wero
:
£. .-., Uiie atomic mimber o^ ^hQ scatterer
"b. y, th« distance of soui'ce and detector
above the top surfbce of thi? scatterer
c. .-i^, the ©nerg^" of the gviui^Ty radifetion.
Two measureiteiits vere also made to give e rough idea of th*
effect of chaiiging A, the siirf&ise area of tha sc«itterer,
and & few to determine whether or not tiiere was came free-
dcaa in the choice of t, the thickness of tho scatterer. In
general a change of Z was aecompmii^id by a change in p, the
density of th© sc&tterer; this was essentifeli/ not the case
however in changing between iron and tin. No eacperiments
His
were conducted with a single ^ at isor© than one value of p.
Also^ the system of aeaaureii^ttiint give& data on the dependent
variable K, the energy of th«^ secondary electrons created in
the stilben© detector hy the detected radiation. Let us
consider the effecta of these variables.
2.6. 'i.he aass attenw:tion coefficients ere propor-
tional to Avogj^dro's number, N; invorcely proportional to
to ja&.-ts-v.s arid- ^oslA
ftix ioJ
©^ ; X»n.. ,
IS4
the atomic weight. A; «nd proportional to some power of the
atomic number, Z, The Compton p^ocesa goes as Z, the photo-
electric process as 2 * , the Oculr oroductlon h» Z*"j Rayleigh
scattering as Z^ Fop this reason we find for the l»rj5 Mev
•epGge energy of Co that the photoelectric effect is
•l^recieble only for tin and lead of the scatterers invsati-
gated* hnd. this energy, mepsTirod of course in laboratory
coordinates. Is too lov to give any appreciable }>air production,
for wixlch process 1.0? Mev in center of mass coordinates it
necessary ;!ust to create the positron-neg?«tron pair, Compton
and Rayleigh scattering per unit volume depend on the number
of electrons in that volume* Therefore the linear Compton
coefficients depend on Z vhlle the corresponding mass attenuation
coefficients (depend on E/A vhlch equals 0*5 or close thereto
for all light and medium elements except hydrogen* For hydrogen
Z/A « 1; for lead Z/k ^0.4* This information is best
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Table 4a
Linear atteniaation coefficients for 1.1^5 Mev g8icsias in cm




Air 7.3 0.001205 3.3x10^^ 3.6x10'"^ 6.9X10**^ 3.3x10"
Water 8 1 0.029 0.034 0.083 0.03
Wood 7 0.6 0.015 0.017 0.03? 0.015
Al 13 g.7 0.07 0.08 0.15 0.07
Fe Jf>6 7.85 0.f?0 o.m 0.42 0.20
8n 50 7.31 0.17 0.195 0.015 0.38 0.19
Pb 82 11.35 0.J24 0.^8 0.14 0.66 0*38
-5
For the firat three this is
^QQj^ntoti* ^® effective Z tor
the Compton process.
Table 4«S
Kasa attenuation coefficients for l.f^S Mev ganmias in cm /gm
Medium or^/p or^/p* Vp Vp li^/p O^o^^^P ^^ '^'''p^^^^
Air 0.0S7 0.030 0.057 0.027
Water 0.029 0.034 0.063 0.030
Wood 0.029 0.034 0.063 0.030
Al 0.026 0.030 0.056 0.026
Fe 0.025 0.029 0.054 0,025
Sn 0.022 0.025 0.002 0.062 0.025
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Raylsigh scattering angle (in degrees)
to include 60-70 perooat
Energy (Mev) 0, 1 1 10
AX 15 2 0,6
T% 20 3 0.8
Pb 30 4 1
.
'irffif*iVA
AC* Table 4.4 j-s^gjri^i;
Representative lacan free paths
Pb Air Water
4
1 afp in cm for 1*25 Mev 1.5 era ^ 10 cm 15.9 cia
4
X mfp in cm for 1 Kev l.£6 cm ^ 10 em 14.2 cm
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2, b, Vari??tion of y chcJiges the iource to scatterer
distance and the cetector to scatterer distance equally.
For an area small enough in relation to its distrncs from a
point 80\irce so that it does not differ appreciably from a
portion of e spherical surface about that point, the intensity
varies as 1/R • These conditions are not aet for the geometry
of this experiment. The surface to which measurements should
be referred is actually not the top surface of the scatterer
because of the penetrating nature of the radiation. It will
be shovn that this effect is so pronounced for the wood with
its low density that the data is markedly affected, while it
is 80 slight for the lead with its high density that the data
are probably relatively unaffected. For practicsl reesons
the meftsurenents have t© be rade to the top surface of the
scatterer; the solid angle it subtendd at the source (or
detector) has been calculrted. For the variation in y from
0.5 to 90 cm this solid angle varies by a factor of 6, while
2
y varies by a faetor of 32,000. If the scattering were iso-
tropic, the variation in solid angle would be the measure but
throughout the investigation the scattering is primarily
no
Compton and highly anisotTOpie; therefore both considerations
enter. The cross sectional area of the 3/8" dianeter x 3«»
long cylinder of stllbone will in general be snail compared
to its distance from a detected scattering event. Hence for
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the detector the distance alone will have an effect as
1/R . The contribution by these criteria will decrease
as y is increased.
Source
At small y, the path length in the scatterer of the
primary radiation to reach a given depth, except directly
under the source, will be greater than for large y as can
be readily seen in the following sketch, the given depth
being y* - y and the difference in path length ^^. In
general, therefore, the scattering events will occur




Conversely, the path length In the scatterer for scattered
radiation from a given point within its volume to the detector
vill be correspondingly longer for amaller y, by the anioimt
^L» The average value of AL will equal the average value
of ^Zand for the same distance primary radiation of the
energies involved in these experiments will be attenuated
less than will the lower energy scattered radiation. The
net of these effects will be to give increased build-up as
J Is increased*
As mentioned before, the Compton process is highly aniso-
tropic, strongly favoring small angle scattering which can
reach the detector only at small values of y, giving
markedly decreased build-up as y is increased. But this effect
will be modified in the case of lead where on one hand the
atomic weight and electron binding energy are great enough
to allow Raylelgh scattering wtiieh is distinctly a small
angle phenomenon, while on the other hand an appreciable
part of the scattering should be isotropic fluorescence, or
bremsstrehltmg which while not isotropic will not on the
other hand favor the small angles. Not only is the lead
K-fluorescence the only one of sufficient energy to reach
the detector readily (75 Kev as compared to ^^ 2b Kev for
Sn) but it will accompany only the photoelectric effect
and this will be appreciable only in the lead. Likewise
-t.
4>i;iBV o.. '. ^-- • liiw j.£ji ..0 i;-i:i.:^v cj^'isv^i srfT .J^
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X.: «1 il^ ioa il
frt3" f^c .tort IXtv oi
•tlwtlCiJ ftlooKTqs ©cf XIlw alffct
th« br«a9stpahlung ^n^rgy will take roughly s. Gauftsiim
distribution about the iMan^ vhioh in the case of a lead
60
photoolectron ejacted by Co radii;tion vlll be '^^ 100 Kev
as compared to that, from the low probability 0° (maxlmuBi
energy) Compton electron, in Sn ^ich vould be '^ 50 Key,
Stt&ll angle scattering by the Coapton procesft glTes
scattered radiation of almost as nuch ener;c" as the prircary,
and for very sstall angles Hayleigh scattering, with no decrease
in energj', sots in. The attenuation is less for these higher
energy components, and this factor tends to decreg?se the build-
up as y increases*
Actiially these factors, particularly thfe latter two
which are really sensitive to angle, depend not on y so much
as they do on y', the distance of source and scatterer above
an unknown surface inside the soattorer vtiich may be said to
be itt metn effective position for the observed scattering.
For lead this position must lie near the top surface because
of the high attenuation. For lead then we may say y ^ y'«
Therefore with lea a we would expect to observe soae of the
ssall an^.le effects. But for vood this is not truej perhaps
y« exceeds y by 1/2 afp, vnd l/£ mfp in wood for l.£5 Mev
gamaia rays is of the order of magnitude of 15 esi (based on a
p of 0.5 gm/cm ) . Small variations in the magnitude of y
should hv^ve ver^' little effect on the scattering, and the
small angle effects should be undetectable. It Is o*>vious
fl-'. .^
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that this jreat\ir'5 Is prlDaarlly s function of p because
the aaas absorption coefficient/**~Vp, is pr&ctlcally independent
of Z ejioept for hydrogen,
Vory lov energy scattered radiation, even if it escapei
the scatterer, will be only partly detected if at all, due
to attenuation in a:^.r and in ths li^^ht shield * The 0,031"
water equivalent lightfiliieldlng plus O.OOl" alumintso reflector
are equivalent to about 70 cm air so that the attenuation of
the soft radiation will not be markedly affected by changing
y. What effect there is vill be a decrease of build-up vith
incr««8« of y, and will be only at the very low energy end
of the spectrum^
Excerst for t^iis last factor, sjid the fluorescence and
brerasstrahlunt; mentioned above, all these effects will cover
a considerable portion of the sr-ectrom beca>;se th© equipment
flTts the energy only of the secondary electrons produced in
the stilbene. Thus a scstterod component can-iot affect any
of tha spectr^iia above its own energy', but it c**n affect any
portion below its own energy*
e* The value of E^ determines the values of the
'.' o
coefficients for the various interactions, thus affecting both
the total attenii^tion and the relative distribution amoni^ the
procesfies. This effect continues because the energy of the
^IT!!rSffS QTfrSIf"
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singly scssttered radiation fiepends on that of the prliatry
and it In turn has its approprlete coefficients v^dch deter-
mine the probability of RbForption, trgnEirdssion, or laultiple
soatterlng. The follovlng are the coefficients for the only
other value of S used, *
Table 4«B







Tin 0.0^'44 0.0400 0,008









d* As for the others, it is obvious that reducing
the scattering area^ A will reduce the build-up, iiiuxt is






rcrovlng the outer two-thirds ol the scetterer. Much siore
than thia would luive been of Interest hsxl tiEie perciltted.
The experiments rcl£» tive to the depth oi* the scatterer,
t, vci«tc detennlne the approprieteness^ or leek thorecji',
of reducing the thickness of the wood scattsrer iron ^4*
to 18^ • The density being slightly greater thtn the
estimt;ted 0,5 cts/csa , this represented t reduction fron „
n
e little over f^ mfp to between 1 1/2 and li TiTp. Ho
variation in buildup was found and henceforth the IQ^
thickness was used for convenience.
'j-
iiHiiJf
ENERGY SPECTRUM OF PRIMARY PLUS
- SCATTERED Co^O RADIATION USING
3000
\
IRON SCATTERER AT "y" = 2.5 cm
Note Only the energy distribution
of the secondary electrons produced
by the primory or the scottered rod-
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B, FXPEBIMENTAL DETERMINATION OP BUIIJ)-UP.
Th« exptrlmentsl satup eontlsted of tha followings
36» X 47'» Iron plates tot«lling 1 7/8" in thickneia,
Iftld horizontally^ at y « 0»5 cm below the soure* ( 8 mc
Co^) and the detector (3/?^'' dia* x 3 '8« long cylindrical
stllbene crystal mounted on RCA 61^9 . hotomultiplier tube)
•
Source and detector separated by distance r « 40 em along
horizontal line p rallel to 47'* diiaensioa of ecatterer;
center of this line rertlcally above center of seatterer.
See sketch on Fig. 17 for somevhat similar setup with vood
IS" thick.
The spectruffi obtained was generally similar in appear-
ance to the one shovn in Fig. 3 as can been seen from the
relative appeerrnce of the two pertinent difference curves
in Fjg, 8. Figure 3 also s ovs the control curve which is
the "no seatterer" spectruiBj subtraction of the control curve
fron the spectrum gives the build-up curve plotted in Fig.
6. Use of this control curve is soaewhat subject to criticism
in that it includes soEse scattering from the table which is
shielded by the scatterar when a scattering experiment is
ran. This effect is small, as demonstrated by the following
fact. When the table was covered by lead, which is a poor
seatterer, no difference could be detected. Other even less
aoldi •81
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important limitations to the correctness of the control
curve are that it vas obtained at 90 era from two large iron
pipes and approximately 180 em from the concrete ceiling
and floor, while the scattering runs are at (180 - y) cm
from the pipes, (S70 - y) cm from the ceiling, and
(90 -¥ y) cm from the floor from which it receires varying *'-*
aaoimts of shielding from the scatterer*
IRON . The discussion of results is being opened with a
report on the iron scattering experiment at the smallest value of
y for simplification, and in order to facilitate later com-
parisons with other data* Although the specific gravity of
iron is relatively high (7,85) its atomic number is lov (26)
so that T and K. are essentially zero, and Raylelgh scattering
ean also be neglected* This leaves only Compton scattering.
The raean free path in iron for 1*185 Mev gammas is P. 4 cm.
A glance at the geometry, with a point source 0.5 cm. above
the seatterer and the detector tottching the surface of the
scatterer and extending to 1 cm above it, shows immediately
that the preferential forward scattering for the Compton pro-
cess should yield mostly high energy scattered radiation at ""
the detector* The detector can measure only the energy of the
secondary electrons produced in the stilbene crystal by the
radiation Interacting with it and as stated above this interaction
is also almost completely Compton scattering. All the bulld-up curvei
M« -#-..
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•hould ther-sfors b« highest fit the lowest energies. But
eonp&red I'ith experiments e.t greater aluez of y, thlB
parti cellar biilld-up ciarTe shoiild be relatively higher at
the high eiiergj* end, luXGmlnritlon of Fig. 6 shovg th*t
as expected"? , the coumtlng rrto for 14 K«v tecond&ry electrons
Ic less for 0.5 cm than for any other value of y up to ')0
em, but the 0.5 cm curve crosees the 30 cm curve at 100
Kev, the 20 crs at IST^ ; ev, tho 10 en at 350 K^v, snd even
the 5 cm, S 1/S ci.i, and 1 cm curves between 500 Kev and
TOO Key,
The strong attenuation for such a relatively high
density scatterer cuts out most of the scattered radiation
having a long psth length in the iron. Thus, although the
solid angle sufatenced by the scatterer is a TsaxiiiaLni, the
total omoint of scattered r dl«tlon detected m&y be- expected
to be rather simII. In Fig. 6 the area under thle curve
is obviously less tiian that t&ken at 1, 2 1/2, 5, or 10
cm and nearly equal to that at ?0 cm. But at r;0 em the high
energy buil(?-UT5 h£.s disappeered showing that the smfll angle
scetterinf: is pr&ctically undetectable. The solid ngle
reduction howevor has a pronounced effect and we see the
total scattering dropping sharply with fijrther increase of
distance. Looking at the build-up at each distance shown
on Fig. 6, the following features are of interest!














1« Ihe lAtiXiirs^m m^ber of the lov energy secondary
electrons is produced by the scattering at 10 cr.
?• All curvo8 show r&pic5 rise at lov fmergies,
extremely so for r11 Vf^liies of y less than 45 cic,
3. For values of y up to &n<i including 10 cm there
are secondary eleetroni. formed up to the tt&xinuffi energy
attainable by t'le Coapton process fros. incident photons of
I.IO to 1»?0 Mev. This msy be preeumed to be due to sinall
angle scattering, urimartly of the 1#?3 MeY component of
the primary • At ^0 and 30 c% the inExtftum energy i« ab-arply
reduced. At 45 ca, the Talue of y at which the sharp low-
energy rise begin? to f^ll off, the counting rate has
dropped to zero by the plotted yalue of 155 Kev. At y « 46
em the scattering angle for scattering at the top surface
directly under source or detector is calculated to be 13B.4®
•nd that for the midpoint between is 13''^* The maximum
energy of scattered photons should then be
hvt at i ^jt^»^^ r- » 848 Kev
1 -¥ ^g^(i - C0S13S?*')
which would give for th** maxiitun energy Compton recoil
electrons in the stilbene



















Ooln? back to t^ia OTisinal deta, at 1.^3 K^v there are l«8f
than SO cjas which Is within experlitental acctir«cy of zbto,
The mAnlmura finer g;,' ac«tter«tji photons are tho«e back-
tcatterad Lt 180*
hv« = ^i^-h ^ ^' =» ?^09 Ksv
^ o.ei
Then all single scattered photons incident on the detector
lie In the range from P09-:?48 Kev, This i»^ broadly speaking,
t monoonergetic source of f!?3 ± 19 Kot, Hence the build*
tip curve already eoiamences to take on tb* aspects of a
rpectriiai like that of Fig. 3, «^nd this is even more true
at 60 en, eaqplalnlng th3 cliange of shape evay froa the
extremely sharp lov energy rise. Comparison vith the Hg "^
(?P0 Kev) spectrian reported hj Prestvich snt? Colvin shovi
very slaiilsr proportions, and this has been verified vith
the eqxiljHPent used for thos** scattering experiments but
too late for inclusion of the spectriam.
YIK * Conslderrtion shoul-l next be extended to scattering
from other icftterialB. first a comparison vith tin is
Interesting because tin has aliaost the same density f^s iron.
To f6cilit?te this comparisor Fijps. 15 and 16 have been
prepared showing the sltivticn at y - 0.6, 3, tnd 10 cm.
jLt 0.5 cm the iron curve is considerably higher than the
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range but the tin is lover at the extrenes, particularly
at low energies where the counting rate of the iron riees to
almost t^-lee that of the tin. At 10 cm the iron is higher,
eapeciplly at low energies where it is nore than twice at
high J furthermore, the iron scattering appears to include
high enoxigh energies to give secondary electrons in the
detector of 800 Kev while the tin cuts off at about 650 Kev»
Experimental error could possibly account for this however,
as the counting rates due to the build-up are low and ere
only a amall fraction of the total counting rate expsrl-
aent&lly me&sured*
The difference at the low onergj end is as would be
expected f roia the much higher mass absorption coefficient of
tin for low energies. Tin with 2 « 50 has much more photo-
electric effect than does Fe with 2 « 26 and this becones
Important with low energies. The total mass absorption
coefficient for tin is somewhat less than that for iron
because Z/A drops from 0*5 to 0.42 and at 1.^5 Mev T/p is
not large enough to compensate. For this reason we get
somewhat reduced scattering by the tin as evident in Figs.
16 and 17. The 1 cm ciirves, however, show the expected
increase only at the higtiest energy. For the intermediate
•Burgles they are equal. Rayleigh scattering may partly
accoimt for this as it is favored for small angles and high
•vfr
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Z. Tti9 higher Z of tin vlll sprerd the angle beyond that
of iron, perhaps exrlalnlng the fact that there Is compensation
at y «= 1 on and not at y » 0»5 ceIi^^_.,
The pemainf^er of the dlscre't^sncy Is probably dv/: to
experimental error, -which is composed of errors in averrging
original data and in reeding the average, occasional dis-
tortion of the printed scale of the .^sterline-Angus chart
paper, alnor counting rate meter instpbility, and snail gain
chsn.^es not corrected in normalising • A weighted conbination
of those errors gives a value of +S?*,5 cpa random Instrtraental
error. All of the above contributions, except the gain change
which is too small to consider, are independent of co\inting
rate* To this must be added the effect of standard deviation
due to statistics; this is strictly dependent on counting
rate. The scanner requires 3 minutes to traverse the channel
width of 2 volts; if the counting rate is 1000 cpm there will
be 3000 + ^5 counts in this time, Suiaming these two deviations
we get
+ 1/3000 -f 510 » 459 counts » ± 20 com
El
If we set twice this deviation as the nominal lliait of error,
we get +40 cpm,
Kxamlnation of Fig, 7 reveals the same trends as foimd
for iron in Fig. 6. The very small values of y give curves
which start low and then cross those representing greater
fmim»^<
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distances. The njaximusi &t lowest energy is still the 10 em
curve us with iron, but the 5 cm cxirye eros8«s It at 6r^ Kev,
Most of the curves also show a teudcncy tovard exhibiting a
p«ak vhich must have its aaxiSQum between. 35 Kev and .00 Kev.
This must be the *'Compton peak" in the stllbene from the
radiation soattored out of the tin at or near IBO . As
shown above this is nearly aionoenergetic for a considerable
range of angles, hence the peak. For t'rie mean Co radia-
tion of 1.25 Mev this peak occurs at 93 Kev. If correctly
intdpproted, it should be strongest in curves with relatively
large y and weak for r^ry siaall values of y; although not
shajrply borne out by Fig# 7 this trend is still apparent.
The first sharp peak una.abiguoualy delineated by the data is
at 30 ca. At values of y greater than 30 cm the peak position
shifts slightly to lower energies corresponding to scattering
angl«ss closer to 180 as wo^ild be expected froa the geoinetry*
As mentioned in the c&se of iron, 2.3 the scattered radiation
becomes monoenergetic the curve looks more «nd more like the
S0"5
unscatterod spectrum from Hg .
Hlft Hi
5
As discovered by Hayvrard and Independently by Hin^^ ^,
using Kal(!ri} scintillators, this approximately monoenergetic
singly scattered radiation aey suffer a second scattering
giving a peak of gajDiaa energies about 110 Kev for 180 back-
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« aaxiav2!B at 35*6 K«v« It !• too much to •xpect that an
orgaalt scintillator vould resolve this, and it is aot
ixidlaatad by th«(se data*
The constant aaeond&ry electron energy ourTes for iron
and tin, Figa« 11 and 12 respeotiTely, point out clearly
that at the lowest energies recorded in the detector^ the
highest counting rates are at or near 10 cm* The sharp
drop-^ff at shorter distances, explained in detail AiiOv&,
VIS noticed to a naall degree by \i(>iite and Henderson -^ but
was much less appa^rent without energy discrimination and
with their somewhat larger detector* Also as mentioned and
txplained sboTe, as the energy increa&es, the maximum shifts
to shorter distances* Quite interestingly, Fig* 1£ shows
that at 22b Kev there is a double a&ximum which can be seen
deTeloping in the curyes at 85 Kev and 155 Kcv respectively*
At 43? Kev there is only a single loaximum but it occurs with
the lower of the two found at 22b Kevj while the low energy
curves follow the higher of the two at £25 Kev* A similar,
but much less clearly defined, phenomenon is observed in
Fig. 1' for th» tin, but occurring at a somewhst higher
•&#rgy* This must be taken as » clear indication of two
com]>eting processes, one predominating at lower energies and
the other at higher energies* Both processes emit radiation
well within the range in which the detector is linear. The
t ^^ i-^ I
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higher energy peak which predominates at selrII values of y
is obviously sir»ell angle scettering. The value of y is ^v»a««
»pproxliB£ tely proportional to the sine of half the scsttering
angle or the scattering angle minus 90^. The energy increases
as the angle gets smaller just as predicted by the Klein-
Rlshina relation • The sharp peak at 910 Kev is believed to
be caused largely by Rayleigh scattered radiationj it becomes
especially pronounced with the lead scatterer. Fig. 13 • The
angle to include 30-70 percent of the Rayleigh scattering
(Table 4 #3) includes inore than half the crystal at y « 0.5 cm
and some of it at y = 1 cm; none at all at 2.5 cm. The peak
at the greater distance, which predominates at the lov energies
is due, as discussed above, to the increase from shorter path
length in the scatterer (and hence less absorption) exceeding
the decrease due to greater distance (decreased solid angle
and 1/R^).
VOQD . This phenomenon is completely lost in the case of wood.
In fact the constant secondary electron energy curve for
wood. Fig. 9, shows only a sll^^iht felling off of counting
rate for the smallest values of y; the maximum at low energies
occurs at between 1 and 2.5 cm while for aluminum it is
about 8 cm, for iron 10 en, for tin 8 cm, and for lead 5 cm.
The situation is obvious except for le^^d which deserves a
later separate discussion. As covered before, the data are
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plotted £g£>in»t the 8!«fisiired distance y, vhiXo tiia 60«tt«ring
pliAucMMa* eeeur aa a XMnction oX" a r«Xatir«ly xui^Luo^ik aistanca
y* vMoh is the vartlc^X dl^taoea batvaen ta9 aoiirea^^atactor
plana aad a aort ot sia&n-soattarlng-plana vithin tha scatterar.
Tha diffaraaaa bct^aen y &ii4 /> la ao pronouuoaa Tor th« low
iilMllty^ lightly «bfK»rbliD4 nqoci^ that oxia voulu aai.v#fi> llttla
varlatioii in tha data takan for Q*h, X, &iia £•& att# Figure
4 ahova tn&t thia Is th«» a&&«ji th<i sieaauraa points lylug ao
closa to ona anothav that ouly ona curve could h<» drbvu
through th'^m*
Vood gava the grd'^tast lataualty of low im%v& scattering
aa vould ba axpaotadj Ita isiiaa acattarlxig aoafri^leiiit la itlgU
^•a&usa It e^utaiaa ap^jfaoiabla «ui;ouxita oX hy^rgg^m with
S/A » 1« and Its Iluoar ^baorptlou coafflclaut la low bi^c^ose
of ita Xov cta&aity* And «Yan aora iaportaut^ photoalt^atrla
ahaorptioa is aagllgibla* «8Ten for most of tao ac&tt«ir«a
radiation. Iha high aaergy axui of tho curves la Si^iall or
saroj i&fiy s&all angle aeatteri&g at tha dapth (y* - y) of
tha xiiaan-de£tt€rrir.^-'pl^aa will olaa tha datactor ^Ymi t^^t tha
Sia&lldat valuaa Qt y* Thc^rafora tha ;mss of tha io«tterar
vhlah la ao disposed as to gat high asargy scattered radiation
into the detaeter Is quite tm^XX* Tho a^ok-sc«ttaring peak
is defioad &t y a 30 an and la indloatad at laaat by all tha
curves from y » £0 cia oxi up.
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Al|.qMI5UM . rtluiatmiji (Fi.£&. 5 an' 10) Is so atjch i!or*i d^nse
thaii wood that its oiurTfts laore closelv resemble those of
iron. The lov energy scattertng Is again hi^hj as vlth vood
the photoGiect?ic absorption Is lov, even for wost or the
toattared radiation. The high energy bnild-up Is iBUCh greiftep
ttiaa thit of vood aad sopiewhat gre-iter than »\ny of the other
scatterers at 600-700 Kov ov than any but lead at 910 Ker.
"Hils Is due to h conbiaatlon of the effects of r3latively
•troag Ccsnptoa scfttteplnu? becanse Z/A » ©S, high enough
density to get S'mII angle soatterel ra^ll^tlon Into the
detector at saail valuas of y, but low enough density to
«fliiip the linear absorption co'jfficlent smell, and essentifclly
no photoelectric absoirption oi oriMary yKdiation becau39 of
low Z* The back-^c?'ttering peak is not veil resolved in the
cj3e of the aluminum data. Re-exar!iinatio*i of the orifinal
data yi«>lded very little jfore Indication of it than shown in
Fig, 5* No explanation is readily forthcoiTlni^.
y£AD . Th« sc?»tterin)r from lead (Figs» 8 and 13) is interesting
because it absorbs strongly the soft scattered radietlon,
and annoying, beeause the low counting rates obtained under -^
these circT-uastances are hl^ly subject to the influence of
instrumental and statistical errors • Tti« major characteristics









1. Low Intensities at lov energies because of very
strong photoelectric absorption of energies below 400 Kev.
2. Relatively high intensities at high energies for
iaall and medium values of y because high density and strong
photo-absorption of scattered radiation Biakes y*:^y and
confines detected scattering to a very thin layer near the
surface, favoring detection of small angle scattering. The
contribution of Rsyleigh scattering is certainly significantj
its cross section is about 5 percent that of Compton scattering
and it is almost entirely confined to a cone of half-apex-angle
^ 4°, while the Compton scattering is spread over larger
D2
angles; only 0,635 percent of the Cosgpton scattering is
within the cone which contains 60-70 percent of the Rayleigh
PI
scattering making the latter five times as strong within
the cone. This cone includes 70 percent of the detector at
y « 0.5 cm and 20 percent of it at y « 1 cm. The 910 Kev
peak in Fig* 13 must be due, in a considerable degree, to
Rayleigh scattering; the fact that the 1 em point is higher
than the 0.5 cm point seems to be the combined result of
the Compton contribution, which is approximately constant per
unit solid angle throughout this small range of scattering ,
D2
angles, and of the strong attenuation of the lead scatterer
in the long path lengths at the gracing angles of incidence
involved in reaching the detector, particularly at y « 0.5 cm.
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Hon* of the ciirvos with the lesd scatterer show e sharp
rise at low energies because of the photo-absorption in lead.
That not all of the rise at lover energies la due to the
distribution of secondary electrons from the Conpton process
in the stllbene is shown, hovever, by the pronounced peak
betwtten 50 Kev end POO Kgv for all values of y« These peaks
are spread out considerably for y « ^,5 cm, with their highest
points at sbout IPO Kev. This corresponds to a photon energy
of S45 Kev and hence is not fluorescence nor bremsstrahlung
but scattered gaasia radiation. The energy is high and the
peak broad because at these siaall values of y this large angle
scattering Kust come from a considerable range of angles. On
the other hand, as shown before, for y « 45 em the angles
are not so widely distributed and the peak should be at the
•ame energy as that obtained with the tin scatterer; they are
both in fr.ct at about 90 Kev showing remarkably good agreement.
The peaks st intermediate distances iJLe conveniently between
the two values discussed except for that bbtalned with y « £0
era. A slightly different plotting within the expected devia-
tion of the 6P Kev and the 85 Kev points would put this one
also in line, so no real significance can be attached to any
difference it shov/s.
Fluorescence of 76 Kev and breicsstrchlung with a iRaxlnura
at 100 Kev are to be expected fron the lead scattorer;
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either op both may be present "but th^y will merge with the
back-scettered pe«'^k« and could not be resolved,
?.j»jBinins the pelative llklihood of finding 85 K\'
secondary electrons In stllbene (or biological tissue) from
60
scattering of Co gaoBA radiation, as a function of the atomic
number of the scetterer. Fig. 14 was plotted. Wood gives the
greatest contribution at distances up to 5 cm, aluminum the
pont frora 5 to 24 em, end iron for greater than £4 cm»
Alxsainum, surprisingly enough, cute down to zero at the
•nallest value of y of any of the so^^tterers*
A relatively uninteresting experinient (Fig. 17) with
wood showed that removing the miter two-thirds of the sc«tterer
hed negligible effect on high energy components at y = 0.5
^.
cm, «rd caused a 10-30 percent reduction in the secondary
electron count at l0v erergies. This is evidence of the
fanili^r workings of the Klein-Klshlna relation. T^JLs same
reduction in area hr d a much nore striking effect on the
curves for y « 60 cm vfhose ordinates decreased by Eore then
90 percent. Presiaaably thia represents a 67 percent Iocs due
to removal of scatterer and a eons! errble loss of photons
entering the rwaalning part due to trsnsmlssion out through
its sides.
The only experiment completed to determine the effect of
varying E was the met surenent of the build-up of Cs^^**^
















radiation scattered frots tin (Figs. 18 and 19). Th© curves
of build-up are a little complicated, resembling in some
ways the Co scattering curves vlth tin (Fig. 7) and in
other ways those wltii lead (Fig, 8). The build-up is much
less than vith the higher energy Co • At low energies the
BaxiKua build-up is at y « 10 cm. Curves at small values of
y stcrt out lover at the lover energies and wind up higher
/at the higher energies. The g?5 Kev curve of constant secondary
electron energy shows the same double peak as a result of this,
the pef»lrs for lower energies following the peak with greater
y, and the one at higher energy following the peak at lower
y.
The build-up curves showed a peak for almost all values
of y, a bror d one peeked at 90 Kev for y « 0.5 and sharper
ones peeked at about 60 Kev for higher values of y. The 180*^
back-scattered peak is calculated to give secondary electrons
of a laaxlmum energy of 63 Kev which is excellent agreement
vith the above. The higher mean energy of the broader peak
at short distances is to be exDected from the inclusion of
angles considerably less than 180®, in a manner similar to
that observed for Pb at y » P. 5 cm.
•«-
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BUILDUP OF Co^ RADIATION
SCATTERED FROM WOOD
DISTANCE BETWEEN POINT SOURCE
AND STILBENE CRYSTAL - ^ Cm
WOOD SCATTERER 36" x 47" SURFACE
18" THICKNESS











Note : Energy colibrotion is determined
with Cs'^^ electrons incident on the
Stilbene crystal.
Only the energy distribution of
the secondory electrons produced by
the scattered radiotion in the Stilbene













(See Fig 4 )














































BUILDUP OF Co^o RADIATION
SCATTERED FROM LEAD
(See Fig 4 )























(See Figure 4 )
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BUILDUP OF Co^° RADIATION
SCATTERED FROM TIN AND
IRON
(See Fig 4)
Showing effect of Atomic Number
(Z) with two scctterers of approx-
imately the same density See
also Fig. 16.
SCATTERERS AT 0.5 cm




SCATTERERS AT 1.0 cm
» Fe (Z = 26)







BUILDUP OF SCATTERED Co^°
RADIATION













BUILDUP OF Co^o RADIATION
SCATTERED FROM WOOD
( See Fig 4 )
Scattering Area 36" x 47"
2" X 47"

























BUILDUP OF Cs'^^ RADIATION
SCATTERED FROM TIN
(See Fig. 4)
DISTANCE OF SOURCE AND
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!• Uo was used at e raciiation source and
iitilbttne AS tax organic kointxll&tor* iney v/»re Kept in a
horl^antal line of uousUnt oriejitation, 40 cm apart* Both
vero i.:»-E.iult4ai©ou8ly iiiovea vertically tow&ras fono &vay from
various &c«tt«£riiig mh.tt:rlhl&»
k* T)ie following scattarinf, auaterials var© uaedt
vood^ aluaii.i:iiuu^ Iron, tin, ana lead* Kac^i vas oi auiilcient
tiilckness to be teriued a ''aeiti-infinlte'^ scatterer.
3* Mftaaurementa wer^ aiaoa as lollovst the radi£«
tlon penetrated the llghtshiela and stilbene crystal vhera
it ejected Coiupton secondary electrons* These secondary
electrons caused ionization and the emission of light* The
lifi^ht \f&h converted to electrical charge by an KCA &19&
photofiiultiplier tube* Flow ol this charge through a r&sistor
In the input of a linear amplllier caused a voltage drop
vhich triggered a pulse through the amplifier. The amplified
pulse vas classified as to energy b> a differential dis*
crimlri&tor of r volt window width and with base line con-
tinuously shifted by electrically driven scanner* The output
of the discriminator fed a counting rate x&eter vhich in turn
fed an i:;st«riine-Angus recoruing aanteter wnicr^ drew the
energy spectrum of the secondary electrons in the stilbene*
f<MA •tA^i«T A l>««jb/«9 i«AxiXqau i««»iiix « lu ;^04«&X »^^ aX
..-loD 3iiiX »a»d ;^Jiw cxi« tUbt^ wc IXov .^ lo -to^^ali.-
•di w«ir .O091 axfiixA* ^^dS on tot
••c»tfXl^a ail^ ill «ix»^^*iiX» x^«l>roa«i« Arft l© -nrrr^oft^a TSiarm
4* A spectruci taken with no scftterer va& subtracted
from aaeh BpectVMss tistken witn &. scatt^jrer. iiie diXlereLce
wa» plotted as "Build-up ol Co Kaai&tion Lcatt^red froK ••'»
(Flgff. 4*6 inel.)*
5, These deta are also preueated b/ plotting ior
•ft«h of seYerai coastuit vfelue& o£ secuua*try slectron energy
the curve of ti vp y vhere n is tha couiitiUt; rtitc and y Is
the distance betnveen the sorircje aeteetop yl&ue imd the toy
surface of the sentteryr (Figs, j-li iiici.)
,
6. Additional curves were prepared as follovs:
a plot of n vs ^ I'or a aixigle ^nsrgy ^iXid xor 5
different scattdr^^rs (Fig. 14),
a compdrison of the beheviour of t'.j'o scattoring
media of about tne saaie aaa^juty, ix'oa azid tin
(Figs. 16 and 16),
a plot of tho effect of resioviag part of the
vood scetteryr (fife. 17)
•
?• A similar experii^ieiit was coriducted wltn Cs
as a source and vith tin as th© scattsr&r. A curve as
described in (4) ana one as aascrlbei 11. (£/) aoove, wore
prepared (Figs. 19 and 13 respectively).
8* A qualitative discussion is presented for each
figure explaining the maxima, «.nQ the variations in inteiisity,
observed, by considering ariguiar dlstrioution sho\.Ti in Coicpton-
Rayleigh scattering, and talcing into account the absorption
bm^tmiSfkum saw %<
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of tha scattered g&iaiaas by photoelectric effect in high Z
inateri&ls*
9, Most of the observed phonomena vere satisfactorily
Splaiaed on the basis of es:! sting ::nowledge but a few featui*es
will require further observations for verification and
clarification.
B. RSC0MJl!3TrDA7I0NS FOR FORTIIER WOHK.
1. T)\e folloving additional lnv«stlg'?tlon is
rscos.-aended In this Ijaaedlate ©pea:
a. Perforsi, vlth asonoenergetie gajnma-ray sources
an
Of different energy, the same experiments done here with Co
,
particularly to dfttowiine to vhat extent the effects noted
are general and to "what extent, if any, they ape specific to
Co^, (This has alPtady been started vith Cs .)
b. Investigate multiple scattering by adding a
scattering medium above the source-detector plflne. Ke«pln? the
source-detector plane parallel to the surfaces of the tvo
scatterers, neasure the build-up for various positions hetveen
the scatterers and for various separations of the scatterers,
(This has already been started for wood "vrlth separation of 30
cm with y « 0.5, 10, 15, SO, snd P9.6 cmj separation of 10.5
cm with y » 0.5, 6.J?5, 10 em; and separstion of 1 cm). "*•*
c. Extend the multiple scattering experiment
for at least one value of the separation to include closing
J^i'V'
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the gap between the so&tterers with yertical scattering
ssterial, leaTing hoveirer a cle&r oh&nnel for the primary
radiation,
d. Because of the practical importance of
eeattering trow concrete^ so eonsrson hoth as a structural
and as a shielding material^ make measiirements of the build*
60 137
up of Co and Cs radiation scattered from concrete of
thickness T>. 2 mfp*
e. For the spectra experimentally obtained in
this investigation, determine by the method of Prestvich and
P3Colvin -^ the a-rerage secondary electron energy, the energy
absorbed per gram of stilbene, and the dosage. This should be
done for the entire spectra and for portions of each spectrum
above given energies as this latter will give an approximation
of dosage in spite of shielding ("approximation" because of
build-up factor in such iiielding)
•
2« The following recoamendations are made relative
to improving the equipment used in this investigstionj
a« Modify the counting rate meter to eliminate
the staall amount of instability, primarily a sensitivity to
changes In line voltage. If feasible, also provide it with
Integrating circuits of smiiller tis^e constant; the higher
integration rates now provided will probably never be needed
in this laboratory and rate 1 is now defective. The change
should be patterned after the Bost recent counting rate meter
qai
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constructed h«re, vhich is quite satlsffictory,
b* Providd a more stable high volt&ge supply.
c» Provide stable source of 60 cycle A,C, line
Toltege between 110 and 115 volts.




trSE or TEf. RCA 6199 PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBS
It appears appropriate to document the tests made
and experience gained with tho TK^A 6199 Multiplier Phototube,
The significant features of this tube are its smaller size
than the 5819, flat end vindov, more unlfoiTa photocathode,
and improved si^.al to noi?e r^.tio. It hf»s spectral response
S^ wlt^ Tdaximum response at 4000 ± 50o8. The photocathode
is circular and sernl-tpanspcrent with a window of area =1,2
•q« In., mlnlmun dieiaeter = 1*PA^, minimuri diameter of flat
surface 1" and index of refraction 1.51. Its overs 11 length
is 4 3/8'» ± 3/16", seated length 3 7/8" ± 3/16«, maximum
diameter 1 9/16", using a duodecal socket.
The rated maximum anode supply voltage is i:?50 D,C» or
peak A.C; our experience indiestes 1000 volts, where the
6
rated gain is 10 , is highly satisfactory. Operating It at
1080 volts with no scintillator and with the same rubber glove
lightshleld as er^tployed for the scattering experiment, no
dark current was read at the linear amplifier gain usually
used with Co and the 3/8" diam. x 3/8^ long stllbene
scintillator. This was true even with the discriminator
.It tub:CT-!MI ^^ 40
V
en
to 8 "91 Ji




f^ .^.^ H; a;3 or. L
base line at 1 volt r^nd operating it ai an integral dis-
criminator. This was repeated aany times at vldely dispersed
interrsls* No cooling was necessary; the tube operated at
mtrmikl Isboratory toaperature (65^-90°F) •
The resolution obtained with one tube was tested using
anthracene as a scintillator r^nd the internal conversion
137
electrons of Ca "^ as the source. On the btsis of these
tests a good circuit was chosen froui among several suggested
or locally conceived. This circuit (Fig. 20) is one suggested
hy HRl'*^» ^^ and the mounting used designated NRL So, 1,
Mod* 1 is one constructed at MRL with features which permit
its submersion in W8t<?r if ni»cessary. Another feature of this
Bounting is that it presents Tnlnimuffl mass and minimuEi area
so as to reduce any scattering into the detector. No pre-
aaplifler is used vdth It, the capacity of the grounded shidded
eable providing a lesk which reduces noise in the same ratio as
signal. This arrangement led to no noise from the photo-
multiplier, reasonable gain on the amplifier, and elimination
of the preamp, which would otherwise be a source of noise
and a source of scattering placed close to the detector. No
dvopplng resistor wss provided at the tube; the one in the
Input circuit of the model P04-B linear amplifier served this
purpose
•
The resolution of this, and of all subsequent tubes
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*^ tlO* :¥ iwsuaiiMi uiiui^ «
first a freshly cleaved crystal in mineral oil was used but
a canned crystal vith KgO reflector was found to be slightly
better and was substituted. Still further lEprovenent was
obtained by changing from mineral oil to Dov Corning 200
6fluid, 10 centi stokes viscosity. This was later changed to
6 X 10 centiFtokes viscosity Dov Corning TOO fluid for
frester convenience in counting.
resolution was measured by taking the energy spectrvsm
ll7
Of Cs ^ . The width of tJ^ie photopeak at half niaxim\iro, divided
by the position of the photopeak, was used as the r»rliaary
criterion of the resolution. As a secondary criterion there
was also used the ratio of the ooimtlng rate at the photo
peak to that at the preceding **vaHey".
Table A-1 shows the results. The aver.^ge resolution of
10 of the 6199»8 was l«ss than 11 percent which was the
resolutior^ of the best of over 50 5619 »s tested previously,
/'nd of the over 50 5819 's only 3 were even comparable with
those 10 6199»s. (It Is underftood the 5819 has also been
somewhat improved since the alK)ve mentioned tests were made.)
Two of the 6199' s showed 9 1/4 percent resolution as an
H14
avers go of 3 and 1? runs respectively. Hoover, at NRL,
had reported even better resolution end also a distinct
dependence of this resolution on volts ge| only s slight
dependwice of this kind was found. In the table under the
, .-r-oO
»nr;
nr^ ^ "> r
•tf
rf rte ^^ift * O.t
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Defective, .Icrophonic, Returned to jBanu-Tacturer*
Static. tics poor.
B£.s«d OQ d tuns,
OptliHvim based on 8 runs, snielded on 1? runs.
VooT statistics.
OptiiEV'ia based on 9 r\ms*
Poor etatistlc* on deteraination cf optimuoi*
Optirriai rigura ba«e<^ on 1£ runs*
Poor statistics
Mad« 3 separate applications of crystal to verify,
This tube hfs phenoTrenal ^air but is quite noisy. Hot
Biicrc;)horiic at 1080v. At 750v resolution was not


























































Mo. 1 Mod. 1
Sujol
5o. 1 Mod. 1
ru^oi
So. 3 Nojol
No, 3 DC ?00
fluid
No. 1 Mod. 1
Kujol
No. 1 Hod. 1
Sujol
No. 4 DC JOO
fluid
No, 1 Mod. 1
KTljol
Ho. 1 Mod. 1
fiiUjol
No. 3 DC too
fluid
Bo. 1 Mod. 1
Nujol
No. 1 Mod. 1
Nujol
No. 4 DC 800
fluid
Ko. 4 DC 200
fluid
Ko. 4 DC POO
fluid
All tests made in NRL No. 1 Mod. 1 with Cs
Vlthin range of tests, resolution inde pendent of distance and vindov
Resolution Resolution
OptimuB, Miniinum with 0.062" with 0.020"
Hesolution Resolution ji-metal shield fi-m^tal shield


























































.crophonlc. Beturned to oanufaeturer.
&tati::;tic8 poor.
B£3ed on 3 runs.
Optinw l>«sed on 8 run5« ehleldsd on IF runs<
Poor statistics.
Optlatn based on 9 r\ms.
Poor statistics «» determination of optinm.
Opttetiffl figure based on 15 runs*
Poor statistics
Made 3 separate applicctlons of crystal to verify.
This tube hrs phenomenal gain but is qtiite noisy.
Bicrcohonlc at lOSOv. At 7S0t resolution was not





























column heading "Crystal; Hatching Agent" the term No. 1 5
Mod. 1 refers to a freshly cleaved crystal of Ifal(Tl) in
mineral oil (Hujol) ; No. 3 and No. 4 refer to tvo Harshaw
Ch«ffllcal Co. canned Sal(Tl) crystal s vith MgO reflectors.
In the "'RGnarks* column, tho stistoaent ^Poor Statistics"
aeana only tiiet the niimber of runs vfasaaall so that the
data are ststistic&lly less reliable. Ail the scattering
test* ware- subsequtaitly run using 61B,
At first, Vvirietions in gtiin ^ere found, even for a
single tube and £ singl'j cri'st:!, Thi3 -./as detenalned to b«
due to rotating the tube a little between such runs. The
point then closest to the supporting aluiiiinum tiibe was marKed
and tha angular position of tlie tube varied by rotating about
the long axii. of ths tube envelope '«fhic}i was vertical (see
Pig, 1). The angle recorded as is the angle from the
original position measured counter- cdockvise looking dovn
along the tube axis. Table A-£ gives soae of the results.
For ev'-'r/ tuD^ tested tne maxliaum gain and smallest (best)
resolution was obtained consistently in the vicinity of one i
positiun, for most of tha tubes this was aoproximately O^j
for the reaainder it was 130, In every case the lowest
gain and poorest resolution was obtained at a point 180^ '#
^
from the position giving the higViest gain and best resolution.
u.*>4, O .1
at (i^)Xa^ fosvs ©Itv
lajsiTs I-
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^h©n tested with e. 0.061- *• ji-mctal shield (wxiich was designed
for 8 5619 and hence was too large) th« re«ults vera ind««
pendent ol 9 and were approxiiaately equal to those obtained
et ^ « 90^ &nd ^ K £70^ with no shield. When tested with
e properly fitting O.OgO" lA-uietal shield & little less
consistency was found but enougln runs were not made to place
reliance on thisj however with this shield the reproducible
£jigul»r dependence was certainly eliminated. There seeded
no advantage to using the shield arid several possible dis-
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qUASI-GT;TTC 8T-J5ILI7'f JCT'CEPTL .M.'D APPLIJATIOK
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This paper, an expp-nsion and dlecuesion of a series of lectures given
by 2r. F. h . ochcubel cf the Technical Institute, Darmetadt, Gertnany, wse
undertaken by the writer as a theeie project while working for the degree
of Master of Science in Aeronautical Engineering at the University of Mich-
igan, Ann Arbor, Michigan. These lectures were given at the University of
Michigan during the fall of I95I while Dr. Scheubel was visiting the Uni-
versity at the invitation of Dr. E. W. Jonlon of the Aeronautical Engineer-
ing 'Departaent.
Dr. Scheubel presented the material in six lectures, the first three
devoted to quasi-Etatic stabilitv concepts, the last three to their use in
the solution of the equations of motion. Hie limited time prevented a de-
tailed accounting of the aeeunptions involved as well as minute explanations
of the approximations made. It is the purpose here to verify and expand ,on
his presentation to a degree consistent with the limited scope of such a
paper.
Briefly, his material covered the following. His lectures were re-
stricted to symmetric or longitxidinal motion. He developed the longitudi-
nal equations of motion and the quasi-static stability criteria at equili-
brium and at constant speed. He 6olv3d the equations using these quasi
-
static stability concepts for both the phugoid and short period modes for
the stick-fixed case. An anplitude-phase relation for the two variables
applicable to the nodes was discussed. He then introduced the degree of
freedom about the elevator hinge line and solved for the stick-free case.
Finally the effects of an elevator impulse were discussed.
This approach to dynamic longitudinal motion differs from standard
methods mainly in the quasi -static stability concepts as regards their in-
sertion in the solutions tc the ecuatlons of motion. In this respect, the
method may, as illustrated, be safely applied only to conventional air-
craft, i.e., a rigid body, where the na-nber of degrees cf freedom and thus
the complexity of solution is restricted. fhe analysis of the motion as-
suming a phygoid and a short period oscillation serves only to illustrate
the handling of the quasi-etatlc concepts. The limitation of the method
in respect to acceptable separation of the motion into these modes v&b
a 4^ 2—

. liVy \J\~.^M.* V-l-N/AiWi -^J lUN^VJ-V^A. t— k-
refererxe 1 are relegf.ted to the flight peth direction or vind axes in
Older that the further discuseion vUl be based on common aeeumptione
and approxlmationB. Dr. Scheubel'e equations as developed for a evstem
relative to the flight ppth will then be ccrr. pared term by terra with the
standard equations. Fron this point onv/ard^ i.e., beginning vith non-







By C' f 0. or Ae, A r ,A ^
I = mi
yy- y
V = w^ + u?oil
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mass of the aircraft
Initial velocities along i and l "body
axis
perturbation velocities along i and z
body axis
angular velocity about y axis (body or
vind)
air forces and moments
perturbation of attitude angle, flight
path angle, and angle of attack
initial attitude angle
aircraft radius of gyration about y
axis
moment of inertia about y axis
Initial flight path velocity
velocity perturbation along flight path
velocity along flight path folloving per-
turbation
lift, drag and air moment
aircraft weight
initial thrust and drag
elevator deflection



















T , Tp' r
P
raase density (See Appendix A)
non-dimensional time
initial moment about y axis
tail length, distance from aircraft
e.g. to center of pressure of horliion-
tal tail
con.^ugate complex root of characteristic
equation. B is real part, I is imaginary
part
constant coefficients of equations
position of aircraft center of gravity
from most forward part of aircraft in
percent of wing chords
position of neutral point of aircraft
from most forward part of aircraft in
percent of wind chords
angle of attack of horizontal tail
lift coefficient of horizontal tail
area of horizontal tall
angular frequency of mode of motion
periods of phygoid (p) and rotary (r)
modes of motion
wave length of phygoid
distance between the hinge line and cen-
ter of gravity of the elevator
mass of the elevator
radius of gyration of the elevator
hinge moment coefficient of elevator




Subscript <» indicates eteady state. values in the response discussion.
Any other symbols used are either obvious or are locally defined for ease
in handling equations.

The standard development in a perfectly general way as accomplieh-
ed in reference 1 result in the equations of longitudinal motion of the form,
A.l m(u' + W.q) = X ,u' + X v + X q - mg cos ^€^.6 . I
1 u w q^ ^ 1 /
A. 2 m(w - U.q) = Z ,u' + Zv+Zq-mg ein^^ne
^ 1^ u' w q^ ^^ 1
p
A. 3 mi~q=Iq='Mu'+Mv+Mq
y yy u w q
These equations are relative to body axes and contain the follow-
ing aesumptlonB and approximatione
:
(a) Initial symmetric steady motion is assumed.
(b) The air reactions do not depend on the rates of change of the
variables, U, V and W, or their integrals.
(c) Second order and higher terms of the air reactions are neglected,
i.e., only infinitesimal disturbances from an Initial steady motion are
treated.
(d) The aircraft has a plane of symmetey and the steady motion about
which the disturbances occur is symmetrical with regard to that plane.
(e) The disturbance initially imposed on the system is unenforced and
the controls are locked. This rules out an initial couple, M , and the vari-
ation of M with S .
The variables are seen to be u, w and q. These are illustrated in Figure
1. The relation between the body axes and the wind axes is shown in Figure
2. The body axes are primed. Angles are measured positive counterclockwise
from the horizontal reference for i^ and ^^^^, f^i^om the wind line for o< .
In regard to these figtires it is seen that,




("b) V is the steady etate velocity and, V = VT + uf.





(c) In essence u ie now AV, and w does not exist.
The inertia terns of the equations of motion parallel and perpendicular
to the wind direction and a'bout the center of gravity become, neglecting the
Inertia force due to linear acceleration perpendicular to the wind direction.








The weight component e relative to the wind axes become,
along x: mg sin ^
along i: -mg coe i^
and these are only affected by A 8** .
There remains only the air reaction derivatives. The force created
on the tail due to q is the largest resulting from this disturbance and
from experience it is known to be small along the wind axes so X and Z
are neglected.

b£tion3 existed along both axes. UBln^ vind axes, only the velocity per-
turbation, AV, nov exists. Any sinking velocity along the z vind axis is
merely a change in angle of attack. The air reactions along x consist
only of the drag in its entirety, neglecting variations of thrust. The
drag varies with both cK and V. The air reactions along z consist only '
of the lift in its entirety ajid is affected by the same quantities. A
pure rotary perturbation about the center of gravity changes both o< and
iT-'but only CX affects the linear forces. The same applies to the air mo-
m.ents. The variations with ^ are found by vind tunr.el tests and any rota-
tion of the raodel about the center of gravity is considered pure c< , This
does not hold for the ca&e of the effect on M of both ^a o< and ^ ^ . These
two perturbat ions make up 0, which, when multiplied by the tail length,
gives the effective sinking velocity of the horizontal tail. This sinking
velocity in turn is felt as a change in angle of attack of the tail.
Thus the external forces for A.l become,
^LtA +
5^5^
^V + g-^ (mg em ^ ) AT






= <-^^o( -grrAV+mg cos y- A ^




^ ti^'E^^'^ ' ^^^ ' ^^ sin^-Ar ..
Equation A. 3 becomes,
T d^( c^ jr ) . ^M , ^ ^M ^,, hK . ^I —
*
r ^ = TT- AC* + 5^7 AV + T-j: Ac<
yy ,2 o^ oV o«
dM
5>' r
The use of the wind axes then has the advantage of the aircraft's for-
ward motion being along the x axis so that the lift and drag forces always

made along the aiie of perpendicularity vhlch ie the case if the forces
are resolved along the body axes. The disadvantage ie that these axes
change contiruoiosly eo that the moments and products of inertia change.
For. small disturbances from initial horizontal flight those diBcropancies
are considered negligible. AIgo the thrust does not act alon^ the wind
axes for all aircraft and, for an individual aircraft, at all times.
The continuity of this paper and the advantage of physical "feel"
that is had from the development of the equations of .iiotion from initial
supposition of wind axes can be beet maintained by including euch a de-
velopment in its entirety at this point. This ie the method used by Dr.
Scheubel and appears to be in general use in Germany. See Eeference 2.
Figure 3,
With the aircraft in an attitude and with the external forces as
ehovn in Fi^jure 3j the external forces ore equated to the time rate of change
of momentum in the direction of the wind axis, i.e., along V, and one equa-
tion of equilibrium follows.
^ ^ = T - D - W sin ^'g dt

then, following a small disturbance, are the initial values plus the in-
creraente due to the changes, \
\
M ^ = T - r
g dt o o
Sd
<— AcX - V cos J(^A ^ . I,
O C^ ;;
'
This is the result of a Taylor Series expcjieion of the quantities T, S
and W as functions of *>v ^ v, ^ and o in vhich second order terras and a-
"bove are neglected vmder the aseunption that the changes ere bibb 11. Assviming
an initial condition of equilibrium, it is seen that this eqi^atlon is compar-
able to equation A.l vith one exception. Thus all the assumptions previously
.enumerated hQld. The exception is the thrust term. It is easily seer, that
thrust is not affected by chs-nges in 0< , i" , or f . The stick-fixed case
is considered here also. Thus all terms involving T are neglected.
This first equation is nov manipulated into a form necessary for sub-
,
sequent solution. Initllal equilibrium and assuming ^ small gives,
.T - D - W sin y- = and, cos t = I or W = L
o o o '
also, L = C f fv^S and, D = C i f V^S
T L
Multiplying terms in T by r^" s-nd -
,
and terms in D by zr- and —
o o
W dV
_, V ^T ^V ^ V ^D aV ^D „ . ^ ^



















dt g dt g dt




Using the standard notation,
L'
ooT
and dividing by f o" ^' there i

Thie equation is non-dimeneianeli-.ed In the ueual manner. The right
side of the ecviation is non-dlmenslanal as it stiuids. Considering the left
side, multiplying nunerator by V/V and the denominator "by tVt
,
W 2 V_ d(-^-/v)
g 0.r^c^ t^ d(t/tJP v's
w
A tlae unit, t , is adopted bv letting, -









-M -r^— = C- - vhere the mase nunber, /^ , ie given by,
y^ =
2V ^ (W)3/2
IF ' This mass number, or density factor, is
discussed in .Appendix A. Tov the non-dimensional tinie ie given by, t/t == C
80 that, d(— ) = d t and the variable i-^V is transformed as, '— = u.
t /
s
The fir£t equation of motion then becomes,
A.k ^= u^ . Cdr Lf^ .» "o ^S In V ~ D d In V^ ^
Again referring to Figure 3; the external forces perpendicular to the
vind line are equated to the cantrifu.^al force or mas^ times the centrifu^l
acceleration. -VTr= -Vt— = L-W ctoa Jr since, - Y rr = C, because
g at /-; at ^ ' i? (^t- 'd
docV TT results in no change in velocity perpendicular to the flight path and the
linear acceleration in this direction is neglected. If a smell disturbance
is introduced, and, since lift does not vary with i** f.nd the stick-ifixed esse
is asEutr.ed,
r, dt o
hiW cos y* ' *rz j<7\ hY \Y + W sin ^ - r
With the sane assuraption as before, that of initial equilibriuJB, thie
equation is seen t^ be the same as equation A. 2 and so the same assumptions




.2 a in U,
A.L = p P B (:,^^ ^O^ -. G^ (2 ^- -y-^y u )
alBO, W ein ^ A ^T* = C sir d^ P ^— S ^ 8^ , so that the ertire equation bo-
comes,
M - ^n- ^ 111 c,
- —^r^ VTf=G^ ^9^-vC, (? r-Tj—~) u >. ein <r ^ T .
b p V s "'^ ^^
^ a Ir. V L
The left side ie r.on-dimension&li'-ed as "befoie. rividing the demoninPtor
W 2 V_ 1 j^ ^ d_J- ^ •
^p^rs ^s d(|-) ^'^
.,




^ - :^ (2 ; ^ ,. ) u - G^ ^(X - J. Gin ^ ^r = C .L o In \' L^
The final equation of the lon{jiti;idlnal motion is olDtsined by equating the
raanentfe to the monert of momentum about the center of gravity cf the aircraft.
JonBidering Figure 3 again, thie is,




vhere, - i' is the moment of inertia rnd i is the radius of ryration. Since
6 1 y
M is a functior. of lift and drag which in turn are not affected by f , nejlect-
in^; tho influence of V, .-md vith the ettck-fixed ."stum. tior , there ie,
/
dt- ^ ^' dfg "y ^+2 jy
h¥i
. ^ oM „ SM . ^M .
-'•'- '55"« 5v-^ -S5-°' Ji'-^-
This ie eeer to be the same ae equiition /^-S assuming initial equilibrium.

since dt dt
7\n important point to note here is the Gernuir. use of the square root of
the wins area ae the additional length term when converting moments to coef-
ficient form. The reasoning is that this quantity is more easily definable
for the variegated types of wings now in existence whereas the man aerodynamic
chord is somewhat nebulous in definition in the litereture. Ancther reason
1/2
is the fact that the quantity ^yJ^ ranges from C.8 to 1 IC rnd this facili-
tates its approximation to unity where it appears.
Considering the last term and non-dimension^ilizing the derivative bv lett-
d0 SV2
ing, q = dt T" '
>,id£\' ^ (it " "57 ) 2 dt V
Then non-dimensionalizing the entire tern,
he.
Now nan-dimensionalizing the left side of the equation, after dividing "bv
o y£ o3/2
V
.2 2 1 r{^ r ) . ,2 ivf_,;j iC
.2
1














^--Cl(2-^ r—-ii) u - Ct z:.<X - C^ Sin ^A^ =Ixi Y L^ L
Qi 0\ 1 ' qi 1
y y y y
Theee equations have been seen to compare term by tern, except for the
J.nclusion of variation of thru£t with velocity, vith theee developed in a
more general sense. The aeeumptions and approximations have been cited. The
dependent variables are u, 0^ and if^
.
A more general case would be that of aesuming, instead of the homogeneous
set above, the equating of the quantities above to forcing functions of the
elevator displacement, f . This would require, in addition, en equr^tlon of
motion Involving moments about the elevator hinge line. This would be the
case of stick-free stability and motion.
It is noted that a striking difference between these equations ajid those
more fam.liar to most students is the form in which the stability derivatives
have resulted. Since the problota is now ready for analysis of modes of motion,
dajnping factors and associated desired results, the quest on arises as to why
this form of the derivatives and how they are to be evaluated. ^
The usual procedure is the separate evaluation of each derivative by
similarity to previous determinations or by wind tunnel or flight testing. It
le seen that certain of the derivatives in the three equations above are in
combination. For a special but usual case of the solution of the equations of
motion further combinations of these derivatives appear. A discussion of both
the general case and this special one of the solution foliows.

comes q.uite Involved in that the solution is carr' ed to the determination of
an equation for each variable composed of both the complimentary function and
particular integral. See Beference 1. If the eqiiatione are reetrictid to the
stick-fixed case and the motion ie atsumed resulting in the absence of an
applied forcing function, the equations will be homogeneous and the solution
resulting will be the complimentary function only.
The discussion here will be further restricted in that the equations in
terns of the variables will not be the end result This would merely give
the particular motion resulting from certain initial conditions.
The characteristic equation which results from the sclution of the dif-
feirential equations being of the form, x s x e"^ , will be analyzed for its
roots and information relative to inspection of these roots. This will show
the character of the motion as regards stabilitv, periodicity and demping.
The nature of the characteristic equation, or stability quartic, vij.1 be
set down from the determinant resulting from the solution, x = x e Ex-
perionce has shown that the two sets of rccte that form the solution are
usually of such widely separate magnitude that they may be separated. The
special case mentioned is based on this fact
Since Scheubel's solutions employing the quasi -static stability concepts
are based on the premise that the roots are separable, the general characteris-
tic equation will be set down without fvarther comment and the special case
will bo stressed In preparation for the solution by his quasi-static stability
concepts. The errors involved in this approximation to the roots, especially
as it increases with angle of attack, is discussed et length in Peference 1
It is shown that it is a good approximation for low angles of attack, |.e., 3°,
but becomes unacceptable for angles of attack near 10° especially for neutral

Aesuming a solution of the form, x = x e , vhere z ie a real or com-
plee oonstant, the indicated operations on the variables are then carried out-
The stability quartic results from an expansion of the following determinant
that follows from the fact that the eqx;iatlone are consistent if the determ Hant
of their coefficients vanishes.



















7 '7 y .
The aseumptions are made that C, sin "«''• ^ is negligible since near horizontal
flight is asBuned, and that approximately, T = D .
2 / 2
The ieterminant of the coofficients is then, usin^ k = S/i
y ' y
I
1 , - / O In D ^_1^1_T V
'
' ^
^D ^riT? h InV ^
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The quartic becomes,
B . 1 Z^ + a^z3 ,
where
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The usual nethode for the solution of quartics may be employed to aolve
this equation as it stands. The constants have been arranged In the particu-
lar fachior. shovn for reasons to be mentioned later.
2. The Gase of ristinct Sets of Eoots.
Experience has shown that the usual motion in flight consiets of a long
period, lov frequency, lightly damped motion, called the phygoid or flight
path oscillation, and a short period, heavily damped motion, called the rotary
oscillation. This suggests the factoring of the characterietic equation into
two quadratic equations.
The length of the period of the rotary oscillation has been found to be
at most of 1-5 seconds while that of the phygoid usually is of the order of
30'-60 seconds for most conventional planes. This suggests that, due to the

ctant. True thie raoae is governed D' equations A.p ^na A.b witn tne terrae m
u eliminated. The eolutlon for the phygold can neither Ignore the change in
velocity or an^jle of attack. Hovever, coneideration of equation A. 6 ehovs
that, due to the large magnitude of the factory*^ discussed in Appendix A,
an apprca.iraation may "be made that the terms containing thie item are large
compared to the other terms. Solving this equation for 0(
,
the terms in (X
in equatione k.h and A. 5 are then expressed by a term in u. The phygoid will
be solved for, as regards the information mentioned previously, by considera-
tion of the equations enclosed by th.e dashed lines in the equation arrs.y modi-
fied by the approximation discussed above. The rotari^-- oscillation will be con-
cerned by the equations enclosed by the dotted lines in the arrtiy.
a. The Phxigoid.
Equation A. 6 becomes, nelgecting terms not involving yC*
,
or.
5-~~ k" /W u - C k /< 0( =d In V y/ ^^7/
he
a= - {, t/C
.
)u
d In V' m^
Equations k.k and A. 5 in coefficient form are now, assuming a solution
Of the form, x = x e
,
m
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The quadratic has the roots,
z =
he.
Where the damping factor, K^, ie, F.^ = - —j the frequency or period factor ie,
T / 1 2I,= /a -pa,
1 V o 4 1
b. The Short Period Oscillation.
Neglecting the velocity terms, -and equation k,k in its entirety, equations











Where, A = (j^ - C. k^) an'^., A^ = (J G —-) k~.^.One root ie, z = 0,
1
-V, Biq y ' ' m,^ "q -^ "^^ A
the othere are, Z = E^ +il^ and the damving factor ie, P., = -. the frequency-
factor, I, = J A^ - ^ A^ .
'Before any further evaluation of the quantitiec determined up to th-Le
point, the quaei-static stability criteria are devoloped.

Before procoedinig with the quaei-etatic stability development, it may be
helpful if a reiteratlcn be made of the epeciallzation aeeumed leading to
thie developnent conipared with method e of a more genei-al nature as in referoncee
1 and k. Both of these refjrencee diBcuss the special ceee of the approxiniation
to the roots resulting from the aseuraotian that the eolutior oonelsts of tvo
palrc of conplex roots Bufficibntly separeted in taagnltuc'e tc wan-ant a factor-
ing of the characteristics quartlc This facile solution is ueuil in most
cases but may not bo sound for unconver.tional airci'aft or even conventional ,
aircraft where additional facts rauet be consi-iered. These are, flexing of the
component parts such as win^s anfi tail surfaces of the aircraft, which would
entail additional de^jrees of freedom, large changes in the coefficients of the
equations due to rapid depletion of a large fuel supplv and its effect on the
derivatives. Many of these latter concideratione are undergoing exhaustive
study at present emd do not lend themselves to any concise genera lizati one.
From, say, a project engineer's point of viev, especially in the initial stages
of design, concern is given to information available from the most rapid and
inexpensive data available. This is esyecially true at present since specifi-
cations, the military in pai-ticular, require employraer.t of the finished design
throughout large rantjes in altitu-ie, speed and weight. The assumption of the
presence of two quite widely separated modes, however, is scvud for most conven-
tional aircraft smd for unconventional aircraft at cei-tain phases of their
flight histoi'y. The conditions that hold for the phiigold were seen to be a
eIov oscillation of long period and wave length emd relatively light damping.
The rotary oscillation is a short, heavily damped oscillation.
In regard tc standard methods, the couffie lent e needed to determine the
V
constar.ts for the final solutions cf the equations of motion ai^e obtained
1
primarily from static vind tunnel tostL. This is the rule fox- the values of

moment with (X . See reference 5" A dynamic wind tunnel test is used to find
C . See referencee 1, k and 6.
The coefficiente as they hare been developed in thie paper will be evalu-
ated in much the eatne manner aa regards those concerned with linear forces.
However, the method of evaluation of the lo^jarithroic derivatives will be 11-
luetrated. As for the mornent derivatives, the determination of C will not be
m
c
discuGfcied aeeuming that it cnay be found by the usual nethods. The static longi-
tudinal stability criterion, G , is the quanitity that the next few patjee wi."
be concerned with. Thie quantity Dr. Scheubel determines in a quasi -static
way. Qauci-etatic in that it is developed ffccn assumptions made on the d-mamic
motion of the aircraft. The two concepts, quasi -static stability at equilibri-
um and at constant speed, follow from the fact that an aircraft has tvo dis-
tinct phases of motion following a disturbance.
Cuasi-statlc stability at equilibrium of forces is essentially a considera-
tion of the equilibrium conditions reached at a tine in the flight history
following a disturbance at which the new velocity is obtained. This new veloci*
ty is the initial value plus the incremental increase due to the perturbation.
The quasi-static stability at constant speed development holds for the rela-
tively short period following the disturbance in which the velocity is assumed
not to have roaches its final value.
The dynamic response to an elevator deflection is disectod, so to speak,
to give these two quasi-static concepts. The aircraft is initially in steady,
nearly horizontal straight flight. Starting from this steady straight flight,
we aseais that the elevrtor rngle, f . bas been chango"d suddenly b- a certc. n
amovmt, d ^ , and we ask whet will happen.

tudlnal cotnent and a enall change In lift. Thie Intter change ie eo email
It is neelected. The chajige in moment disrturbinG the equllihrium gives an
angular velocity ahciat the lateral axis, and, dixe to this, the enyle of at-
tack is changed too. A change in the angle of attack gives rise to a change
of the lift coefficient and by it a change in lift. Soothe equl lihrium of
forces perpendicular to the direction of flight is disturbed too. All these
effects hold during the initial portion of the period following the dietur-
bance, i.e., during the first fev eecands. In addition, it is aeeumed that
the speed remains oesentially constant during this period.
This then is the situation maintaining far quasi-static stf'.bility at con-
stant speed and considers the change in force perpendiicular to the flight
path caused by the initial curvature of the flight path and the change in mo-
ments resulting from the disturbance.
Eventually the change in elevator enusing the change in angle of attack
thereby the lift coefficient results in the aircraft attaining a new steady
state, that is a new point of equilibrium of forces and moments at a certain
speed, V *- dV, which is different from the initial one by dV. Cuasi-etatic
stability at equilibrium conceme itself with thie portion of the flight his-
tory. From experience it ie known that it takes an aircraft an appreciable
time, normally several minutes, for the speed to ad.lust itself to a changed
elevator displacement.
1. Quasi -static Stability at iquilibrium.
The implication of an initial
steady state of -notion necesaitates equi-
librium of forces and of momente. From







L - W C08 a*'^
M =
Mr » .
Having etartod from nearly hori z cmtal flight the flight path will remain
nearly horiz,ontal for sijfficiently small changes so that the component of the
veicjht perpendicular to the path remains almost unchanged. From the eecond
equation, that of equilibrium of forces perpendicular to the path of flight,
then,
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or.
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then finally,




where the subscript E indicates an equilibrium coneideretion with the aeeump-
tione implies above. This equation is neither a pe.rtial nor a total derivative
from a mathematical point of view and caution must be exercised in handling it.
If the new state of motion is a steady one, which it must be,
dC-j = M - M = 0. The moment coefficient depends on 0^ , V, ^ , and the angu-
lar velocity, ^ . Since, however. It is assumed that the flight path has no
curvature at the new steady state, and. Indeed, in actuality such would be the
case, the angular velocity is zero. Thus the quantity, q, does not appear.

Em.
L - W COS a^=
M =
Kr = .
Having startud from nearly horizontal flight the flight path will remain
nearly horizontal for sijffielent ly small changes so that the component of the
weight perpendicular to the path remains almost unchanged. From the second
equation, that of equilibrium of forces perpendicular to the path of flight,
then,
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then finally,
C.l d In V
d CX d In
=l(2 - ri^)
where the subscript E indicates an equilibrium consideretion with the aseump-
tione implies above. This eqviatlOTi is neither a partial nor a total derivative
from a mathematical point of view and caution must be exercised in handling it.-
If the new state of motion is a steady one, which it must be,
dC^ = M - M = 0. The moment coefficient depends on 0( , V, 6 , and the angu-
d0lar velocity, rr . Since, however, it 1b assumed that the flight path has no
curvature at the new steady state, and, indeed, in actuality such would be the
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This then, ie a new Etahllity requirement that applies to that pheee of
the lonoituD.inal motion deecrihed and implied from the previous discusBlon.
This requirement certainly is sound. For an aircraft which does not have this
qiaasi-etatic stability will be unstable In as much as for any disturbed state
of motion, enforced by an elevator displacement, will show the tendency to
move its elevator further in this direction, so increasing the deviation
from its initial state.
,
Th^ usual static stability criterion, r-r-, is considered either,
^^M ^^L
dC,
- Tp*~ o~rr or, - -r-rr (x - Xj,). The quantity, t-—- , in either of the above ie
a ccnetant throughout the usual range of normal flight, i.e, ttnstalled flight.
The value of x - 21, can be found graphiclly from wind tunnel data of Cj, vs.
C^ as explained in reference 5« This is the more informative quantity since
a shift in the center of gravity is more readily determined throiighout the
flight history.
The first term in equation C.2 is very similar to the static stability
critericfi above. However for comperlson, equation C.2 is written in its en-
tirety as,

where x^l-r, ie a nev neutral point that takes into account variation of the
neutral point with velocity, i.e., compressibility effects. First, it is
noted that variation of lift coefficient with angle of attack differs between
the two. This is due to the fact that the ordinary determination of the change
of lift coefficient with angle of attack is accomplished in wind tunnel tests
where the stream velocity is kept constant. The results are then based on a
constant dynamic preesvire, wt-iereaa the present development is not. The dif-
ference betwee-n the two ie about I-30/0 and is sumed negligible. The quantity
x^|_, moves with respect to velocity, dynamic pressure, deflection of the fuse-
lage, twist of the wings and horizontal stabilizer. A comparison with the
movement of the usual static stability neutral point will be made only with
respect to variation with velocity and dynamic pressure. Figure 5 shows the
variation with velocity of three different aspects of stability at sea level.
These are: (e) static stability only, (b) quasi-stetic stability assuming the
zero lift monent coefficient, C^.
,
to be -0.02, and (c) quasi-static stabili-
se
ty with zero lift coefficient assumed zero. Flgvoce 6 shows the comparison
of the same quantities at altitude. Here the decrease in the stability ne-rgin
H = Sea Level
V^ miyt* '^
H = 1^0,000 ft.





2. Cuael-Static Stability at Constant Speed.
Eecalllng the dlecuselon of the conditions holding following the imposing
of a small elevator deflection on the steady state, it vas eeen that in the flr£
small interval following the change the speed does not change appreciahly. Thut
the qiiasi-etatic stability at equilibrium concept does not hold for this phase
of the disturbed motion. It was further seen that the equilibrium of forces
perpendicular to the direction of flight is disturbed too. The equation of mo-
tion for this direction shows what happens.
If a tOTQ^ is exerted on a body moving in a certain direction, its path
vill be culled. See Figure 7- If an
aircraft^ the rjotion may become rather
complicated, for, due to the curvature
of the flight path in a vertical plane,
the component force of the weight per-
pendicular to the path changes too.
Restriction to snail disturbances close
to horizcaital flight allows neglecting
the changes in the weight component. "* Figure 7*
For instance, a change in angle of flight path of 15 gives only 3 o/o change.
d >" •
The centripetal acceleration is V r*- . The equation of motion is therefore,
and
-V If = d(L - W cosr ) = dLg dt
dL = \T^ "^ ^ , as , dtj \ 2
So, So,
= '^«« ^^i^)f f s

cj, GKr\ / ^
.}I2w 1 p v^s^













The term, , may be neglected since 5— is small compared to 5—
-
and, also, the uEually Is.rge magnitude of xt makes it negligible compared to
unity, /his is also the coimion approximatiosi as seen by the neglecting of X
and Z in references 1, 3 and \.
daThue there is the relation, -r^ , resulting from a considera-
tion of the forces perpendicular to that of flight in the first instant follov-
Ing a dietui'bance.
This curvature of the flight path or angular velocity has an influence on
the equilibrium of moment about the lateral axis. So a consideration of tbe
equilibriimi of moments along this curved flight path involves the change In
elevator deflection, the change in angle of attack and this angular velocity.
The effect of velocity is omitted because of the assumptions of this phase of
the motion. There is then.
or,
dc/ = - ¥-
M M da
d^ .
This expression is similar to the one found for the equilibrium of a steady
state of flight enforces by a certain elevator disple cement. It contains the

U w^ u u J. V\ 1^
called "quasi -etatlc stability at conetent speed". A comparison of this quan-
tity vlth the ususl etatlc stability is seen follovlng a further evaluation.
The angular velocity causee the angle of attack of the horizontal tail









Thle change in tail angle of attack gives rise to an increase in lift coef«
ficier.t of the horizontal tail plane, C
,
and by it a decrease in moment about\
the lateral ajcis, <-.
and, having noted its dependence on kngular velocity, there is,
5i H. "h^h H








may be determined by a dymanic vlnd tunnel test de-
q




The term, g—— t^
j ,
added to the static stability is alvays negative,
since C.. is a damping derivative. Thus this is an increase in static stabili-
q
ty ejid the neutral point corresponding to this quaei-stetic stability is be-
i^^e
Khind t>< one for static stability by about, -r- , vhere, K = C j_
This apparent improvement over vlnd tunnel static stability ie seen to be
larger for* an aircr-aft of small vlng loading at low altitude than for one of
the high wing loading at high altitude.

